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A B S T R A C T

As technology becomes more widely available, millions of users worldwide have installed some form of smart
device in their homes or workplaces. These devices are often off-the-shelf commodity systems, such as Google
Home or Samsung SmartThings, that are installed by end-users looking to automate a small deployment. In
contrast to these ‘‘plug-and-play’’ systems, purpose-built Enterprise Internet-of-Things (E-IoT) systems such
as Crestron, Control4, RTI, Savant offer a smart solution for more sophisticated applications (e.g., complete
lighting control, A/V management, security). In contrast to commodity systems, E-IoT systems are usually
closed source, costly, require certified installers, and are overall more robust for their use cases. Due to this,
E-IoT systems are often found in expensive smart homes, government and academic conference rooms, yachts,
and smart private offices. However, while there has been plenty of research on the topic of commodity systems,
no current study exists that provides a complete picture of E-IoT systems, their components, and relevant
threats. As such, lack of knowledge of E-IoT system threats, coupled with the cost of E-IoT systems has led
many to assume that E-IoT systems are secure. To address this research gap, raise awareness on E-IoT security,
and motivate further research, this work emphasizes E-IoT system components, E-IoT vulnerabilities, solutions,
and their security implications. In order to systematically analyze the security of E-IoT systems, we divide E-
IoT systems into four layers: E-IoT Devices Layer, Communications Layer, Monitoring and Applications Layer,
and Business Layer. We survey attacks and defense mechanisms, considering the E-IoT components at each
layer and the associated threats. In addition, we present key observations in state-of-the-art E-IoT security and
provide a list of open research problems that need further research.
1. Introduction

The introduction of modern smart consumer electronics has led to
the widespread adoption of smart devices, with over 45 million smart
home components sold worldwide [1,2]. Most users are familiar with
commodity systems, off-the-shelf smart systems that are easily installed
by the average end-user without specialized training (e.g., Samsung
SmartThings, Google Home) [3,4]. However, in more complex instal-
lations, where robust, secure, and reliable smart solutions are needed,
Enterprise Internet-of-Things (E-IoT) systems (e.g, Crestron, Control4,
Savant, RTI) are accepted solutions. In contrast to commodity systems,
E-IoT offers customized deployments, with more use-cases and applica-
tions. Offering users a broad set of compatible devices (e.g., sensors,
Audio/Video equipment, interfaces), protocols (e.g., Zigbee, Z-wave,
IP, proprietary protocols), custom programmed behavior, and system
User Interface (UI) customization. As such, E-IoT systems are found in
locations such as smart offices, smart buildings, luxury smart homes,
yachts, and secure conference rooms (as illustrated in Fig. 1).
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While the security of many emerging commodity systems is well-
understood due to prior research and mainstream knowledge, the se-
curity of E-IoT systems has been largely overlooked [5–29]. As such,
the lack of research and awareness coupled with the cost of devices
and installation of E-IoT has led many users to mistakenly assume that
E-IoT systems are completely secure. As E-IoT systems follow a unique
design with specialty devices, proprietary software, and a large number
of compatible protocols, there is a need to research unique threats and
security of E-IoT systems. Further, E-IoT systems have been increasingly
popular in smart installations, with Crestron growing to 1.5 billion dol-
lars of annual revenue in 2018 and Control4 deploying over 15 million
smart products in over 400,000 installations worldwide [30,31]. With
many of these systems present in high-profile locations, understanding
threats and defense strategies for E-IoT systems should be of great
importance. However, no survey focuses on E-IoT system components,
attacks, threats, and relevant defenses of E-IoT systems. We believe that
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Fig. 1. Use cases of E-IoT systems, in more specialized applications.

this research gap in the literature is notable considering the prevalence
of E-IoT deployments and ever-increasing attacks against smart sys-
tems. To address this research gap and analyze the security of E-IoT
systems, we first divide E-IoT into four distinct layers: E-IoT Devices
Layer, Communications Layer, Monitoring and Applications Layer, and
Business Layer. As such, we consider E-IoT components at each layer,
the associated threats, attacks, and defense mechanisms. Additionally,
we present key observations in E-IoT security and provide a list of open
issues that require further research.

Although there are existing studies on IoT systems, this survey
focuses solely on relevant threats and solutions to E-IoT systems. This
study aims to provide users with adequate information on E-IoT system
components, vulnerabilities, attacks, and defenses. With this work, we
also aim to encourage further research and development from the
research community on the topic of E-IoT systems. For instance, our
survey highlights widely-used E-IoT proprietary technologies that have
seen no security scrutiny and thus have relied on security through
obscurity for decades. This survey may be valuable to researchers, E-
IoT vendors, users, installers, and manufacturers that want to improve
their security practices. Further, users who do not know about E-IoT
concepts may find this study a beneficial resource. Ultimately, this
survey sheds light on the security implications of E-IoT systems and
raises awareness of security practices, protocols, and viable threats
against E-IoT systems.
Summary of Contributions: The contributions of this work are as
follows:

• We highlight popular E-IoT system platforms and identify security
challenges in these systems.

• We categorize and analyze E-IoT components, threats, attacks,
and defenses by dividing E-IoT systems into four distinct layers.

• We present the need for further research in E-IoT systems and a
number of proprietary technologies used in E-IoT.

• We open discussion on the security of E-IoT systems, and related
defense mechanisms.

Organization: This work is structured as follows. We begin with the
background information of E-IoT, relevant protocols, and the E-IoT
layers in Section 2. Section 3 summarizes the taxonomy and scope
2

Fig. 2. Architecture of a typical E-IoT solution with user interfaces, controller, and
physical devices.

of this survey. In Section 4 we cover the E-IoT devices layer threat
taxonomy, vulnerabilities, and defenses. Similarly, in Section 5 we
address the communication layer. Section 6 addresses the monitoring
and applications layer, and Section 7 covers the business layer of E-IoT
systems. In Section 8 we highlight the lessons learned from this work
and open issues. Related work is presented in Section 9. Finally, we
conclude the survey in Section 10.

2. Background

In this section, we highlight background information of E-IoT sys-
tems and the layered architecture of E-IoT systems.

2.1. Enterprise Internet of Things (E-IoT)

We use the term E-IoT solution to describe a fully-functioning E-IoT
system deployment. Fig. 2 depicts the general architecture of an E-IoT
solution. E-IoT systems have unique design and deployment practices
that discriminate them from regular consumer IoT systems. In its most
basic form, the E-IoT solution contains four core components: the
physical devices, the controller, user interfaces, and drivers. As all
installations are custom-made, E-IoT system deployments vary from
system to system. The first component of E-IoT systems is the physical
devices, which include any device integrated into the central system
(e.g., sensors, televisions, lighting modules). To integrate physical de-
vices, E-IoT systems use drivers, which provide the system with all
the necessary information to integrate a device to an E-IoT system.
Drivers contain information such as model number, protocol type,
code, commands, and physical connections. Each device requires a
driver to be integrated. In E-IoT systems, the controller serves as the
central processing unit and stores all the drivers as well as user-specific
custom programming required for the E-IoT system (e.g., scheduled
events). Finally, user interfaces serve as the main point of interaction
between users and the E-IoT system. After any third-party devices are
integrated, the end-user can use user interfaces such as tablets, phones,
and remotes to control integrated devices. For instance, if an E-IoT user
wants to turn a light on, he/she may use a phone app as the interface
to communicate with the controller. The controller then uses a smart
light driver of an integrated E-IoT light to toggle the light at a user’s
request. As such, with any E-IoT actions many components are involved
(e.g., hardware, networking, drivers, proprietary, wireless).

As designed, E-IoT systems may fulfill different purposes. One such
purpose is specialization, such as centralized lighting control systems
designed to control electrical loads in locations such as yachts or
offices [32,33]. Another purpose of E-IoT systems is integrating previ-
ously separate components into a smart system (e.g., Savant, Crestron,
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Fig. 3. Smart building with use-cases in different locations.

and Control4); components integrated can then work together and
interact as a single system [34]. For instance, integrating an alarm
system with a lighting system allows a use case such as turning off all
the lights when the alarm is activated. As such, E-IoT systems require
trained installation and come at a higher cost than standard off-the-
shelf systems. This added functionality over commodity systems has
led E-IoT systems to become popular in expensive locations such as
yachts, classrooms, smart offices, conference rooms, and luxury smart
homes as shown in Fig. 3. Further, the installation of an E-IoT system
is done by an integrator, a certified installer that performs the physical
and software configuration for such a system. The configuration process
requires specialized training and tools, which are provided by the sys-
tem vendor to the integrator [35,36]. However, hardware and software
(e.g., integrated devices and drivers) used in E-IoT may also come from
unverified third-party vendors and sources [37].

2.2. Consumer IoT vs. E-IoT

As commodity IoT smart systems have some limitations (e.g., scale,
compatibility), E-IoT offers a solution for complex and reliable deploy-
ments. In this subsection we highlight the differences and benefits of
E-IoT and why E-IoT solutions are chosen over commodity IoT. As such,
E-IoT has some unique security concerns and threats. We outline some
of these differences in Table 1.
Compatibility. As smart systems grow in scale, a user must determine
the best solution to easily control many different devices. While com-
modity systems are limited in scale and compatible products, there
are fewer limitations on what can be integrated into E-IoT. As E-IoT
vendors offer components such as drivers, which are used to integrate
third-party devices with E-IoT systems, many third-party devices are
compatible with E-IoT systems. However, from a security standpoint,
broad support of protocols can pose a threat as an attacker may be
able to attack through many available protocols. This is true as more
diverse systems have more possible points of failure.
Complexity. Commodity smart systems are designed to handle small
deployments of IoT devices. While this use case is sufficient for most
consumers, commodity smart systems are not a viable solution for
large, complex deployments. For instance, multi-room video and audio
distribution is one of the more complex applications of E-IoT. With
audio/video switchers that can control up to 164 inputs and outputs, E-
IoT becomes a reliable way to manage large systems and deployments.
E-IoT systems also allow for a high degree of flexibility and customiza-
tion. A number of protocols and modes of communication are supported
with drivers and expandable hardware components [38]. As a result,
E-IoT can integrate more devices than consumer systems. All in all, the
unprecedented level of complexity can mean that more vulnerabilities
3

Fig. 4. E-IoT system four-layer model used in this survey.

may occur at more stages and sectors of the E-IoT system in comparison
to commodity IoT systems.
Delegation. As the installation of E-IoT components is often complex;
many users opt to have installation and maintenance of E-IoT systems
delegated to a dedicated contractor. As such, in a similar manner
to electricians, plumbers, and other specialists, E-IoT integrators are
contracted only for the installation and maintenance of E-IoT systems.
In fact, the end-user does not need to understand the technical details
of the E-IoT system, but he only needs to know how to operate the
system, removing layers of complexity for any visitors. The delegation
of installation and maintenance of E-IoT means that in addition to
technical expertise, integrators must consider the security aspects of
E-IoT systems. Thus, clients depend on their hired integrators for the
security of their systems. As such, if an integrator is careless, or does
not keep security in mind, the E-IoT system will be insecure without
the owner’s knowledge.
Cost. As E-IoT requires specialized integrators, custom programming,
proprietary hardware, and dedicated technical support, the systems
come at a higher cost. Further, the physical installation of E-IoT of-
ten involves fully rack-mounted, cable-managed systems throughout
a building or home. While consumer IoT solutions are designed be
affordable by end-users, E-IoT installations may be valued at hundreds
of thousands of dollars depending on the complexity [39]. The high cost
of E-IoT systems may lead some users to wrongly assume their systems
are secure.

2.3. Architecture of E-IoT systems

To better analyze E-IoT solution components and relevant threats,
we divide E-IoT systems into separate layers as depicted in Fig. 4.
Specifically, the layered E-IoT solution as described includes four dis-
tinct layers: (1) E-IoT Devices Layer, (2) Communications Layer, (3)
Monitoring and Applications Layer, and (4) Business Layer. The lowest
layer, E-IoT devices layer includes the integrated E-IoT devices, physical
interfaces used by devices, sensors, and any physical components of
E-IoT systems. Next comes the communication layer, which possesses
all the communication protocols (e.g., open-source and proprietary)
used by integrated devices in the E-IoT devices layer. To manage com-
munication, configuration, software, and programmed events in E-IoT
systems, the monitoring and applications layer contains all software-
based components (e.g., drivers, E-IoT applications, and configuration
software) of E-IoT systems used by integrators and users. Finally,
the business layer includes cloud components of an E-IoT system, for
instance, remote services or remote storage used by an E-IoT system.

The combination of these layers creates a unique technology solution
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Table 1
Commodity IoT vs E-IoT solutions.

Commodity IoT solutions E-IoT solutions

Simpler, easily deployable solutions More complex, diverse smart solutions
Less compatible, approved devices More compatible 3rd-party devices
Lower cost of installation and maintenance High cost of installation, maintenance, and programming
User-deployed and maintained smart systems Installer-deployed and maintained smart systems
More often open-sourced, with technical documentation available publicly Closed-source systems, with no technical documentation available
Often cannot be deployed as completely offline systems Must be deployed as always-offline systems in some use-cases
that is highly customizable to any user’s need. For instance, with an E-
IoT system, a user can configure events such as a good morning timer
which simultaneously plays a specific song, opens the shades, and turns
on the lights every morning or a panic button to call the police, blare
the alarms, and flash all the lights integrated to a system. Additional
details on the four layers are as follows:
E-IoT Devices Layer. The E-IoT devices layer consists of all physical
components of E-IoT systems. A physical component may be physical
wiring, sensors, physical interfaces, or connection endpoints. E-IoT sys-
tems use many physical devices as part of their systems (e.g., motorized
lifts, HVAC, sensors). These devices may be integrated for different
applications. In some cases, they may be simply controlled by the
system such as motorized projector lifts. Other cases may be external
sensors such as water leak sensors to automatically shut off water valves
prevent flooding.
Communications Layer. The communications layer contains all pro-
ocols, interfaces, and communication services used by E-IoT systems.
his includes protocols in any component of E-IoT systems. To integrate
wide range of smart devices into the central system, E-IoT systems
ust support a multitude of communication protocols (e.g., ZigBee,
resnet, Serial) used by smart devices. For instance, to integrate alarm
ystems to larger E-IoT systems, integrators will often use serial-based
dapters, or an available IP interface [40,41].
onitoring and Applications Layer. The applications and monitoring

layer contains software-based components of an E-IoT system. For in-
stance, E-IoT system configuration, drivers, firmware, or programmable
behavior all can be considered part of the application layer. E-IoT sys-
tems must have the capability to be customized for every installation.
As all deployments may be different and fit for different purposes,
custom applications are a large part of E-IoT systems.
Business Layer. The topmost layer for E-IoT systems is the business
layer, which handles all external cloud services used by E-IoT solutions.
While not used in all implementations, some E-IoT systems rely on
cloud computing and online services for features and integration. For
instance, some E-IoT system use-cases require ‘always offline’ config-
uration after being deployed (e.g., yachts, remote locations, secure
locations). Cloud services provide E-IoT systems with expanded capa-
bilities, remote connections, and other services. For instance, E-IoT
systems with Closed-Circuit Television (CCTV) components may use
cloud storage services to store video feed in case the local video
recorder is damaged or stolen [42].

3. Taxonomy and scope of the survey

In this section, we firstly explain the taxonomy we employed for
the categorization of the security issues and the associated defenses for
E-IoT systems. Following that, we highlight the topics covered in this
survey. While covering the topics that are closely related to E-IoT, we
do not consider the topics that are not directly related to E-IoT or that
are common to general computer systems in the scope of this study.

3.1. Taxonomy

In this survey, we divide E-IoT into four distinct layers: E-IoT
Devices Layer, Communications Layer, Monitoring and Applications
Layer, and Business Layer. Based on the layers of E-IoT, we consider E-
IoT components and we categorize the associated threats, attacks, and
4

defense mechanisms accordingly.
3.2. Scope

Scope of E-IoT Devices Layer. For the E-IoT devices layer section,
we cover attacks (e.g., sensory attacks, node theft, battery exhaustion)
and defense mechanisms that target components at the E-IoT devices
layer. Included in these topics are E-IoT devices, supply chain attacks,
and physical access attacks relevant to E-IoT systems. Topics outside of
the scope of E-IoT devices layer are attacks on chipsets (e.g., processor
side-channel attacks) and other physical devices that are either widely
researched or not unique to E-IoT.
Scope of Communications Layer. This survey covers communication
interfaces, publicly-documented protocols, proprietary protocols, and
other relevant communication components as part of the communi-
cations layer. As such, this survey covers jamming attacks and other
well-known attacks against public and proprietary protocols used in
E-IoT. Finally, communication protocols such as TCP/IP, cellular com-
munication, long-range radio protocols such as LoRaWAN, and their
respective attacks are outside of this survey’s scope as they are not
common in E-IoT use-cases.
Scope of Monitoring and Applications Layer. Topics in the mon-
itoring and applications layer include E-IoT software, configuration,
and software services. Topics outside of this layer’s scope are op-
erating systems as they are a common topic of research and not
exclusive to E-IoT systems. For instance, Linux-based operating systems
are common in E-IoT and other smart systems, making Linux a common
topic of research. Also, outside of this layer’s scope, web-based Dis-
tributed Denial-of-Service (DDoS) attacks, mobile application threats,
ransomware, firmware attacks, and common software vulnerabilities.
Scope of E-IoT Business Layer. Relevant topics to the E-IoT business
layer include remote access cloud services, maintenance services, and
CCTV data storage. As the E-IoT business layer is not employed by all
E-IoT systems, and cloud security is a diverse field, some topics are not
covered. Topics outside of this survey’s scope are encrypted storage ac-
cess, computation of stored E-IoT content in cloud environments, online
microservices, advanced persistent threats, virtualization technologies,
general data storage, and other cloud concepts that are uncommon for
E-IoT.

4. E-IoT devices layer: Components and security

In this section, we cover the E-IoT Devices layer, threats, defenses,
and their implications. First, we introduce components of the E-IoT
devices layer, and then cover threats and attacks. Finally, we give an
overview of possible defense and mitigation mechanisms. Table 2 pro-
vides an overview of E-IoT Device-layer components, threats, attacks,
and mitigation strategies covered in this section.

4.1. Elements of the E-IoT devices layer

E-IoT Devices. Many devices, such as sensors and lighting controllers,
are integrated into E-IoT systems to expand the use cases and function-
ality. Integrated devices may serve specific purposes (e.g., television,
media player) or be a part of larger use-cases such as power control
modules for lighting control systems.
Sensors. E-IoT and E-IoT-integrated devices will very often have sen-

sors used to trigger programmed actions in an E-IoT system. Sensors
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Table 2
Overview of E-IoT devices layer attacks, threats, and mitigations.

Component Attack/Threat Mitigations

Supply chain Supply chain attacks [43–55] RFID tagging during manufacturing and transport [56–58].
Novel secure supply change architectures [59].
Other supply chain attacks & defenses are summarized in Table 3

Physical attacks Reset sequence attacks [60,61] Limiting device access, device monitoring, and access control.
Node capture attacks [62–69] Limiting device access, device monitoring, access control, and loss prevention

practices [70].

Side and sensory
channels

EM attacks [71–75] Best installation practices, directional antennas [76].

Video side-channel [77,78] Software-based solutions may help mitigate several video-based side-channel attacks
[79–83].

Sensory side-channel attacks
[84–92]

Solutions to sensory attacks include dedicated machine-learning frameworks
[18,93,94].

Battery exhaustion Battery exhaustion attacks
[95–98]

IDS frameworks such as MVP-IDS and B-SIPS [97,99].

IDS-based solutions designed to protect against battery exhaustion [100,101].
Rate limiting solutions [102]
may play a role in E-IoT in several different ways. For instance, in-
dividual sensors (e.g., glass break, motion, contact) can be integrated
directly into an E-IoT system thanks to the official support of E-IoT
vendors for several protocols (e.g., ZigBee, Bluetooth, Z-wave) [103–
105]. In addition, an external system, such as an alarm system, can be
configured to work with an E-IoT deployment. For instance, an E-IoT
deployment with water leak detection sensors and automated valves
can be configured to close a leak, inform the user via text, and display
a message on E-IoT interfaces about the issue [106].

4.2. Threat model for E-IoT devices layer

For this work, we consider Mallory to be an attacker that targets E-
IoT systems through different E-IoT layers. In the E-IoT Devices Layer,
Mallory compromises the E-IoT system solely through physical access to
interfaces, devices, cabling, and unattended equipment. To compromise
an E-IoT system through the E-IoT devices, Mallory is assumed to have
physical access to devices during the manufacturing, installation, op-
eration, or maintenance stages of the E-IoT system. Mallory is capable
of this, as security for device-layer components in E-IoT environments
relies on the specific devices and the integrator’s installation practices
(e.g., directional antennas, access restriction, tamper-proofing). We ex-
plain Mallory’s possible actions at different stages of the E-IoT devices
as follows:
Manufacturing and Transportation. In the manufacturing or transporta-
tion stages of E-IoT equipment, Mallory may have several opportunities
to compromise a device. During these stages, insiders (e.g., manufac-
turing workers, delivery drivers, packaging personnel) all have direct
access to the E-IoT device before a device is installed, making supply
chain attacks possible for Mallory, who may be in the role of an
insider attacker. Further, Mallory could be an employee of outsourced
manufacturing, and as such, it may be particularly difficult to pros-
ecute Mallory during the manufacturing and transportation stages.
In this role, Mallory may target E-IoT devices specifically if she has
prior knowledge that E-IoT components may be installed in sensi-
tive locations (e.g., secure conference room, access control, enterprise
network).
Deployment, Operation, and Maintenance. E-IoT installations may see
visitors such as presenting guests or maintenance workers that have
direct access to E-IoT equipment. As such, Mallory as a visitor may
perform a node capture attack and further compromise an E-IoT system.
Additionally, if Mallory is a more knowledgeable attacker, she may
perform sensory channel and side-channel attacks. In other roles, such
as a role where Mallory is an IT professional, she could compromise
5

devices in the same manner.
4.3. E-IoT devices layer: Attacks and vulnerabilities

In the following subsection, we cover attacks and vulnerabilities
relevant to the E-IoT Devices Layer. These attacks can be performed
by Mallory as highlighted in the threat model.
Supply Chain Attacks. Even before E-IoT devices reach integrators,
installers, and consumers, devices may be compromised during man-
ufacturing and distribution stages. Several articles have highlighted
supply chain threats and provided examples of how systems in different
industries (e.g., medical, banking) have been targeted and compro-
mised through supply chain attacks [43–48]. As specific industries
have been targeted, it is reasonable to assume that E-IoT systems
may be a future target for supply chain attacks. With the price-point
of E-IoT systems and high-profile clients, attackers may find E-IoT
systems an attractive target for supply-chain attacks. Work by Farooq
et al. analyzed the risks and research challenges in IoT supply chain
security [49]. Their work highlighted three types of interactions in the
supply chain: device–supplier interactions, supplier–supplier interac-
tions, and device–device interactions. In device–supplier interactions,
a supplier provides maintenance, security patches, and upgrades to
devices. supplier–supplier interactions are when suppliers use different
companies to distribute devices. Finally, device–device interactions
occur due to the inter-connectivity of devices in the supply chain,
that is, communication between devices (e.g., configuration) in the
supply chain. As such, an attacker could compromise a device at
any of these interactions. The UK’s National Cyber Security Centre
highlighted several attacks that can occur from supply chain inter-
actions [50]. For instance, malware inserted into vendor websites or
devices can ‘‘trojanize’’ devices before the devices leave the supply
chain. As compromised software is very difficult to detect at the source,
target companies may not suspect the software is altered or illegiti-
mate. Supply chain threats also extend to embedded hardware such as
chipsets, unauthenticated parts, and counterfeit components inserted in
the supply chain. These counterfeit components may impact systems by
being of lower quality [51]. In other cases, hardware threats extend to
hardware trojans, which have been an ongoing topic of research [52–
54]. In this case, malicious chipsets and electronic components are
inserted into devices, usually during manufacturing stages, compro-
mising the integrity of the device. These types of attacks have been
observed, in a notable case where Chinese manufacturers infiltrated 30
large U.S companies using malicious hardware components embedded
in networking devices [55]. As such, E-IoT can easily become a target
to a variety of supply chain attacks, as distribution, manufacturing, and
installation stages of E-IoT provide wide opportunity to compromise
E-IoT devices.
Physical Attacks. In any E-IoT deployment, E-IoT devices will be

found throughout the location or establishment. Some of these devices
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may be installed in private, unsupervised areas (e.g., a keypad in a
closet, an empty conference room). As such, it may be possible for
visiting attackers to interact with physical devices integrated into E-
IoT systems. As several vulnerabilities against physical devices rely
on physical access to E-IoT devices and interfaces (e.g., node capture,
tampering, button resets, theft). Physical access to devices and E-IoT
components may allow an attacker to perform malicious actions on E-
IoT devices, enabling programming mode, hard resets, or otherwise,
change the configuration in E-IoT devices that can render them inoper-
able. For instance, ‘‘button sequences’’ may present a vulnerability to
E-IoT devices. Reset sequences are used for purposes such as changing
a device’s configuration, resetting a device to factory settings, or even
gain information about devices [60,61]. As such, an attacker can use
these sequences to alter physical devices’ configuration, gather infor-
mation, or otherwise cause E-IoT components to become unavailable
to the E-IoT system.

Physical access to E-IoT devices allows malicious actors to perform
node capture attacks, where devices are physically captured (or stolen)
o gather sensitive information about a system [62]. Although there is
o study on node capture attacks in E-IoT, attacks applied on related
omains may be applicable to E-IoT as well. In this respect, work
y Wang et al. covered the implications of node capture attacks in
ireless sensor networks (WSNs), which are relevant to wireless E-

oT devices (e.g., sensors, interfaces, remotes) as they often share the
imilar communication technologies [63]. The authors of the work
dentified ten unique vulnerabilities that can be exploited through node
apture attacks affecting session keys, users, sensor nodes, gateways,
nd availability of the network. As such, the attacks could acquire
ommunication keys, eavesdrop on messages, impersonate devices,
rack user activity, and impersonate users. Several other pieces of
iterature have discussed node capture attacks that exploit vulnera-
ilities to gather keys from connected devices [64–69]. The work of
in et al. focused more on the efficiency of node capture attacks and
ntroduced the full graph attack (FGA), with two optimal algorithms for
his attack [107]. The attack specializes in compromising relationships
etween nodes and paths. As such, the attacks reportedly increased the
fficiency by 50% compared to previously proposed attacks.
ide-Channel and Sensory Channel Attacks. Side-channel attacks are

threats against the implementation of computer systems, rather than
inherent weaknesses. These attacks allow attackers to compromise a
system or component through an indirect channel (e.g., timing in-
formation, power consumption, electromagnetic leaks, auditory chan-
nels) [71]. A number of E-IoT components may be vulnerable to
side-channel attacks through electromagnetic (EM) approaches. For
instance, a study by Smulders et al. on serial-based communication
suggested that electromagnetic radiation can be used to eavesdrop
on physical cables and serial-based communication as a type of side-
channel attack [72]. These methods take advantage of a known fact
that most electronic equipment emits electrical radiation, and bit am-
plitude in serial-based communication is relatively larger than other
signals [73]. Their tests performed with a standard AM/FM receiver
antenna allowed intercepting and reading signals going through the
wire. The work concluded that data signals transmitted over serial-
based communication could be intercepted from several meters away.
Further, this work noted that the equipment required to perform these
scans is inexpensive and readily available, as such, similar attacks may
be possible in similar unsecured networks with improved equipment
and techniques. Legacy systems, or systems without authentication or
encryption may be especially vulnerable to these or similar attacks.
Electromagnetic attacks are not limited to wiring, as work published
as early as 1986 by Eck et al. noted that electromagnetic radiation
eavesdropping attacks are possible in video display units [74]. Further
work by Kuhn et al. noted that while technology has changed, electro-
magnetic eavesdropping can work on more modern LCD displays [75].
Researchers have found other ways to compromise systems that may be
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relevant to E-IoT. For instance, Savage et al. showed that with recorded a
video (e.g., from a CCTV system, intercom systems), an attacker could
use passive sound recovery to eavesdrop on conversations [77]. Further
work by Davis et al. demonstrated that an attacker could also use vi-
brations on object surfaces for eavesdropping under certain conditions
(e.g., visible glass or water) [108].

As E-IoT may control smart lights, light-emitting devices, and light
sensors, threats posed by visible-light side-channels may affect E-IoT
deployments. Information leakage through optical side-channels has
been an active topic of research. For instance, Xu et al. created a
video recognition attack where they were able to identify a video
being watched on a television using the light emitted by the television
through a window [78]. Similar works as presented by Schwittmann
et al. used ambient light sensors on smartphones and smartwatches to
perform similar attacks [84,85]. Alternatively, Light Ears, presented
by Maiti et al. proposed a new attack vector designed to infer a
user’s private data and preferences from smart lighting media visu-
alization features [86]. Based on this research, researchers used the
light and sound intensity of smart lights to infer ongoing audio and
video. Alternatively, covert optical channels have been researched,
with Loughry et al. providing the first call of attention to possible in-
formation exfiltration attacks on air-gapped systems by using LED light
indicators [91]. Similar data-exfiltration attacks have been demon-
strated using LCD displays [88], infrared [87], security camera infrared
lights [89], air-gapped systems [90], and smart lights [92].

As E-IoT systems rely on sensors for accurate measurements and to
trigger pre-programmed events, physical sensor threats are a concern
for E-IoT. Sensor threats and security have been an active topic of
research with multiple surveys. However, most of these surveys focus
on sensor communication and wireless sensor networks [109–119]. As
sensors are a vast research topic, different attacks and vulnerabilities on
sensors have been discovered that can be applicable to E-IoT. Analog
threats such as sound waves can maliciously influence an accelerome-
ter’s output and cause unintended effects in an E-IoT system configured
to respond to specific readings [120]. Other proposed attacks, such as
DolphinAttack, target microphones through inaudible voice commands,
can be effective against E-IoT systems that integrate voice recognition
and microphones [121]. With many sensors lacking security mecha-
nisms, E-IoT systems may be particularly vulnerable to sensor attacks.
Work presented by Uluagac et al. summarized several sensory channels
in cyber–physical systems (CPS) and devices that can be targeted by
an attacker [122]. These channels are the light, seismic, acoustic, and
infrared channels. The light channel functions through light sensors and
mbient light temperatures. The light channel may be used in E-IoT
o trigger programmed events at nighttime. Seismic channels are vibra-
ional channels that can be detected by devices such as accelerometers
hat detect the physical movements of a device. Acoustic channels are
ased on sound waves and can be comparable to sonar technologies.
inally, infrared channels use infrared emitters for navigation assistance
nd can present a covert side-channel for attacks as it is not visible to
he human eye. Further, this work highlighted that these sensory chan-
els can all be used to trigger malware (e.g., keyloggers, DoS, spyware)
lready implanted into devices by attackers and that traditional security
itigation strategies do not defend against sensory channel attacks.

Other physical attacks on sensors rely on multiple sensors to func-
ion. One of the most researched examples is keystroke inference on
evices with unprotected sensors [123–137]. While keystroke inference
esearch centers around mobile devices, it may be relevant to E-IoT.
any E-IoT interface devices (e.g., dedicated touchscreens, keypads,

emotes) have similarities with mobile devices as they possess several
ensors and receive user input. Many of these keystroke inference
ttacks rely on multiple sensors in different sensor channels to infer sen-
itive information (e.g., what a user is typing from sensor activity). For
nstance, a work presented by Han et al. introduced PitchIn, a method
or exploiting non-acoustic sensors used in smart environments that can

llow an attacker to perform speech reconstruction attacks [138]. With
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this method, multiple sensors (e.g., geophones, accelerometers, gyro-
scopes) were used to reconstruct audio and perform word recognition
in the mentioned work.
Battery Exhaustion Attacks. As a number of E-IoT devices are battery-
powered (e.g., remotes, interfaces, sensors, etc.), an attacker could
use battery exhaustion attacks to impact the operation of E-IoT sys-
tems negatively. Battery Exhaustion attacks are a type of DoS attack
that aims to deplete the batteries of devices by forcing the device
to perform an excess amount of tasks [95,96]. Moyers et al. pre-
sented the effects of wireless and Bluetooth battery depletion attacks
on mobile devices [97]. This work classified three distinct types of
battery exhaustion implementations, service request power attacks, benign
power attacks, and malignant power attacks. For service request power
attacks, attackers target devices by making repeated requests to these
devices and exhaust power through the wireless network interface
card. In benign power attacks, victims are forced to perform repeated
tasks (e.g., data processing, diagnostics) and consume large amounts
of power. Finally, malignant power attacks are usually implemented
with malware designed to increase power consumption in a device
(e.g., increasing the CPU clock). Other work by Martin et al. highlighted
the effects of these attacks on wireless devices, noting that damage
caused by battery exhaustion attacks may also cause long-term damage
to battery life in addition to a denial-of-service condition when a device
becomes unavailable [98].

4.4. Mitigation of E-IoT devices layer attacks

In this subsection, we highlight possible mitigations to E-IoT devices-
layer threats.
Supply Chain Defenses. A few solutions were proposed in the liter-
ature to defend against supply chain attacks. In order to secure the
device endpoints, Yang et al. proposed an RFID-based solution that
authenticates devices once they are deployed [56]. This work was
taken further with the introduction of ReSC by the same authors,
a solution proposed to defend against the theft of authentic smart
devices, and the insertion of counterfeit malicious devices [57,58].
Another approach by Chamekh et al. proposed the use of a Merkle
tree management framework applied to supply chain architecture to
provide a more trusted system and defend against supply chain at-
tacks [59]. Alternatively, Chao Lin et al. proposed a blockchain-based
framework to protect and guarantee anonymous authentication, au-
ditability, and confidentiality for the supply chain [140]. Another
solution proposed by Jangirala et al. proposed the use of blockchain-
enabled RFID-based authentication protocol (LBRAPS) for supply chain
security [141]. During transportation stages, tamper-proof and tamper-
evident packages and equipment may also prevent unauthorized at-
tackers from tampering with devices before they reach a client [142,
143]. The European Union Agency for Cybersecurity (ENISA) provided
comprehensive guidelines for IoT supply chain security [139]. These
guidelines divide defense strategies into several relevant stages relevant
to E-IoT: product design, component assembly and embedded software,
device programming, platform development, distribution and logistics,
technical support & maintenance, and device recovery & repurpose. For
product design, guidelines dictate that secure software libraries and
cryptographic practices, sabotage prevention, tamper-resistant software
and hardware, and chain of trust are design practices that may prevent
supply-chain attacks. These guidelines are detailed in Table 3. Further
the ENISA guidelines highlight that vendors can take some preventative
measures such as, working with suppliers that provide security guaran-
tees, maintaining transparency, having a skilled workforce, promoting
security awareness, and developing novel trust models.

One of the largest topic of research is counterfeit components
inserted in the supply chain, as such best practices and solutions have
been proposed. For instance, ENISA guidelines highlight that parts used
7

during manufacturing should be authenticated to prevent counterfeit
components from entering the supply chain. Further, to prevent de-
fective components, ENISA also advises for quality control and testing
of parts to prevent defective components [139]. Surveys conducted on
the topic of counterfeit devices and hardware Trojans have suggested
several solutions [52,53]. First, optical inspection-based detection relies
on reverse engineering to detect Trojans. As such, techniques such
as scanning optical microscopy, scanning electron microscopy, and
pico-second imaging circuity analysis are used. Images captured with
these techniques are then compared to benign chipsets provided by
the designer. Testing-based detection techniques use functional testing
to detect Trojans. As such, a functional set of vectors need to be
designed for each chipset. Side-channel detection approaches rely on
factors such as power consumption, EM emissions, and time delays
to detect anomalies. Such approaches can also be used to detect Tro-
jans. For instance Agarwal et al. used Principle Component Analysis
to create a side-channel fingerprint of a circuit and compare it to a
known, benign model [144]. Run-time detection approaches are also
used, usually combining hardware and software to detect Trojans. For
instance, DEFENSE is a proposed monitoring framework that operates
at device run-time to detect hardware anomalies and Trojans [145].
Finally, invasive techniques modify integrated circuit’s structures to
avoid the insertion of hardware Trojans. The studies have shown that
hardware obfuscation methods can prevent Trojan insertion and assist
other detection methods [146–148].
Physical Security. Physical security of cabling and devices is an impor-
tant part of E-IoT deployments as E-IoT devices can be stolen, tampered
with, or otherwise damaged. Vendors implement some physical mitiga-
tions and best practices for many of their devices. Additionally, E-IoT
systems make an effort towards tamper-proofing their systems and offer
suggestions on physical installation. For instance, Control4 released
an exterior installation security best practices document [76]. This
document highlights several important points on exposed devices such
as door stations used for gate access and intercom. First, installers are
encouraged to use standard tamper-resistant security screws shipped
with devices to prevent opportunists from stealing or tampering with
devices. Second, relays used to open security gates should not be
connected at the door station itself and instead to a relay inside the
building. Relays’ endpoints should be in a secure location as physi-
cal attackers may compromise devices by tampering with relays and
gain unauthorized access to locations. Finally, they acknowledge the
risks associated with the network cable running to public interfaces
(e.g., door stations, intercoms) and highlight solutions such as network
isolation, MAC address filtering, and wireless door station access as
possible solutions. In some instances, E-IoT components may only be re-
moved with custom tools to prevent theft and tampering. For instance,
touchscreens may come with a special tool so that an unprepared
attacker cannot easily remove the interface [149]. Finally, integrators
and users should take advantage of monitoring tools (e.g., wireless
monitoring, IP monitoring) to identify devices that fall offline to know
if they have been tampered with. Practices used for loss prevention
may also be useful for E-IoT. Concepts such as beacons, smart tags,
and geo-fencing may prevent node capture attacks and alert integrators
before an attack occurs [70]. Integrators may also take certain steps
in the installation to make sure that E-IoT devices are secure. For
instance, installers should follow best practices, place sensors in places
where they are not easily reachable and do not leave any exposed
wiring in installations. As noted earlier, physical access to exposed
wiring and devices would make it trivial for an attacker to compromise
an E-IoT system in public and unmonitored areas. Further, installers
and users should consider physical access control to prevent access by
unauthorized users.
Side Channel and Sensory Channel Defenses. There exist a number
of defense solutions against side-channel attacks. For instance, for EM
and many side-channel eavesdropping attacks, physical security and
encryption provides a level of defense. For attacks that rely on sound,

AuDroid is a policy-based framework for smart devices proposed by
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Table 3
Supply Chain Defenses Suggested by ENISA [139].

Stages Topic Description

Product design Secure building blocks Ensuring usage of accepted security standards (e.g., cryptography, software).
Sabotage prevention Monitoring for security flaws created by insider threats.
Recovery plan Consider security mechanisms, fail safes, and a recovery plan for the future.
Combined security controls Security mechanisms must consider HW and SW interactions. Security controls (e.g., secure boot) require the usage

of tamper resistant hardware.
Chain of trust definition A clearly defined chain of trust is necessary to ensure trust on HW and SW elements.
Resource constraints Purposely developing devices so that current and future security measures can be implemented.

Component manufacturing Counterfeit components Mitigating security threats from counterfeit components through hardware authentication.
Defective components Quality control and usage of tested parts to avoid security and device degradation.

Component assembly + Firmware access control Ensure access control mechanisms exist to software, firmware updates and other maintenance operations.
Embedded Software

Backdoors Monitoring on suspicious behaviors and backdoors implanted in hardware or low-level code.

Device programming Secure provisioning Ensuring the use of end-to-end provisioning mechanisms guaranteeing
the security of credentials and cryptographic information.

Coding practices Adoption of best practices such as code reviews and continuous integration of cybersecurity checks in the
software development cycle.

Platform development Development Focus Placing a development approach to focus both on functionality and security.
Dependencies management Checks and review process to ensure that dependencies and libraries are available and conform to security practices.
Network security Ensure that local network policies minimize the risk of intrusion.

Distribution and Value-added resellers Certification of resellers and third-party distributors to prevent tampering and unauthorized distribution of devices.
Logistics

Theft and Counterfeit Additional security measures to protect against theft and insertion of counterfeit or malicious components.
protection
Device identity Enabling the ability to identify devices during the fabrication and distribution stages using different HW and.

SW components.
Registration tracking Ensuring proper device registration and onboarding into smart platforms such that devices can be tracked.

Technical support OTA control tools Adoption of remote Over-The-Air control tools used for maintenance are properly managed and secured
and maintenance through a chain of trust.

Software patches Usage of software versions that mitigates threats exposed in latest security disclosures.

Device recovery Data removal Adopting secure data removal techniques to avoid sensitive information remaining on devices.
and repurpose
Petracca et al. [150]. AuDroid controls information flow in audio chan-
nels and notifies users when audio access is requested. Access control
frameworks such as these may present a viable solution for side-channel
attacks where sensory and audio channels can be abused. A number of
defense mechanisms proposed for sensors and wireless sensor networks
may be applicable to E-IoT against side-channel attacks. For instance,
for sensors in mobile devices such as phones, security mechanisms have
been an ongoing topic of research [79–83]. However, many of these
proposed solutions rely on software-based approaches to defend against
sensor-based attacks. Alternatively, solutions such as frameworks and
intrusion detection systems have been proposed for wireless sensor
networks and may apply to large E-IoT deployments configured to rely
more heavily on sensors for programmed events [151–155]. One exam-
ple, 6thSense, a sensor-based defense mechanism by Sikder et al. takes
a machine learning approach to detect malicious behavior occurring
in smart devices [18,93,94]. The proposed solution relies on sensor
co-dependence, sensor sampling, and real-time monitoring. Since E-IoT
systems may share some similarities to proposed solutions (e.g., multi-
ple sensors, centralized design), these defense mechanisms may apply
to E-IoT against side-channel and sensory channel attacks. While many
of these solutions may protect against side-channels, some side-channel
attacks (e.g., LightEars) do not have direct solutions proposed beyond
physical security and require future research.
Battery Exhaustion Defenses. A number of mitigation strategies have
een proposed to combat battery exhaustion attacks on wireless de-
ices. The solution for E-IoT may be entirely dependent on the type
f the system. For instance, battery exhaustion defenses may be differ-
nt in a ZigBee vs another wireless-based deployment. Buennemeyer
t al. proposed Battery-Sensing Intrusion Protection System (B-SIPS)
hat focuses on small mobile hosts and correlates power consumption
ith wireless activity [99]. Moyers et al. proposed an intrusion de-

ection system (IDS) to protect against malicious activities [97]. The
roposed Multi-vector Portable Intrusion Detection System (MVP-IDS)
orks by monitoring electrical current changes and correlating this
8

with malicious traffic. Other IDSs have been developed, such as the
one proposed by Nash et al. that uses CPU load and disk access to
estimate power consumption and detect if battery exhaustion attacks
are occurring [100]. In situations where devices may be homogeneous,
defenses against battery exhaustion attacks can be based on comparing
these devices to create a realistic baseline and find anomalies that may
be effective in wireless sensors and interfaces [101]. Finally, work by
Hristozov et al. using rate limiting approaches to defend against battery
exhaustion attacks reported to be successful for devices supporting
RESTful services [102].

5. Communications layer

In this section, we firstly cover components of the E-IoT Communi-
cations Layer such as interfaces and protocols. We follow up with the
threat model for this layer. Moreover, we introduce E-IoT Communica-
tions Layer threats and attacks. Finally, we highlight mitigations and
security mechanisms applicable to the E-IoT Communications Layer.
Table 4 provides an overview of components, attacks, threats, and
mitigation strategies at the E-IoT Communications Layer.

5.1. Elements of the E-IoT communications layer

Ethernet. Internet Protocol (IP) communication has become one of
the most widely deployed standards in internal and external networks.
Often, modern homes and offices already have the physical Ethernet
wiring and infrastructure for Internet Protocol. As such, an E-IoT
system installer can use both standards (IPv4 or IPv6) for Ethernet-
based communication [220]. Additionally, with IP, integrators have the
flexibility to divide traffic flow of connected devices with subnetting
and virtual LANs (VLANs). For instance, an integrator can divide a
larger network into segmented sections with subnetting, determining
the maximum number of devices in each segment through network
configuration [221]. Similarly, VLANs are used to improve information
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Table 4
Overview of E-IoT communication layer attacks, threats, and mitigations.

Component Attack/Threat Mitigations

Serial-based protocols Proprietary protocol attacks [156] Vendor updates, access control, and honeypots [157].
Modbus & BACNet attacks [158–161] Protocol-specific defenses, network security, protocol improvements, product updates,

WiFi WEP attacks [162,163] Update the WiFi security protocol and update to WPA2 or WPA3 if possible [164,165].
WPA/WPA2/WPA3 Attacks [163,166–172] Wireless equipment patching, custom SSID names, WiFi best practices, strong passwords,

firewalls, disabling WPS functionality, network security [164,165,168,173].

ZigBee and Z-Wave ZLL attacks, Ghost-in-Zigbee Disable nonce reuse, software/firmware updates, recommended configuration, protocol
Zigbee DoS, KillerBee, and changes, message authentication [174–177].
other Zigbee attacks [178–184]
Z-force, rogue controllers Always enable encryption, software/firmware updates, recommended configuration, protocol
controller duplication, and changes, authentication on all messages [174–177].
other Z-wave attacks [178,185,186]

Bluetooth Bluesniping, Bluechopping Software updates, setting Bluetooth to non-discoverable mode, directional antennas, disabling
Bluecutting, Bluedepriving, and Bluetooth when not in use [187].
other Bluetooth attacks [174,188–202]

IR IR attacks [203,204] Access control and CCTV monitoring.

General wireless Jamming [205–210] Defenses vary by wireless protocol used and implementation [205–208,211–214].

HDMI-based protocols CEC-based attacks [215–218] Access control, CEC-less cables/adapters, and IDS such as HDMI-Watch [219].
flow, security and better manage an IP network [222]. For instance,
Pakedge, a vendor of E-IoT-centered network solutions, encourages
VLANs for E-IoT installations and network segmentation [223]. As IP
is popular and widely supported by many vendors, E-IoT systems will
often use IP communication in some of their components. Ethernet
provides the advantage of a superior level of reliability and speed
compared to the wireless counterpart. Further, Ethernet can power
devices through Power-over-Ethernet (PoE) technology [224]. As such,
integrators only need to cable a PoE-capable connection to a device,
such as a touchscreen, to provide data and power through a single
connection. Physical cabling has proven to be a reliable communi-
cation method between smart components and remains popular for
high-bandwidth, high-reliability applications. For instance, Ethernet
may be used to control devices in the equipment rack such as IP-
capable A/V receivers, Ethernet-powered IP cameras, or hardwired
touchscreens [225]. Moreover, Ethernet offers different networking
topologies (e.g., star, ring, single-switch), which grant integrators the
flexibility needed for custom E-IoT installations [226].
WiFi. Wireless Fidelity (WiFi) is a frequently used communication
rotocol for smart devices where Ethernet cabling endpoints are not
iable. Various modes within IEEE 802.11 have allowed for increased
peeds and frequencies. The main advantage of wireless communication
s that E-IoT devices (e.g., thermostats, controllers, A/V) may use a
ireless connection without requiring an extra physical connection

o integrate into an existing system. Similarly to Ethernet Category
ables: 802.11 generations b, a, g, n provide different levels of data
ates, as well as operate in 2.4 GHz or 5.0 GHz [227]. In many E-IoT
ystems, WiFi serves different purposes due to its widespread nature.
any smart device vendors enable wireless network connections na-

ively on their devices, making such devices easy to integrate into
-IoT systems. Examples of WiFi usage in E-IoT systems may include
nterfaces (e.g., phones, touch screens, tablets) and physical devices
e.g., displays, receivers, projectors). In terms of WiFi security, a num-
er of configurations are available for accepted WiFi security standards,
uch as the Wireless Equivalent Standard (WEP) which is obsolete now
r WiFi Protected Access (WPA), with the latest release being WPA3
ecurity [228,229]. Furthermore, in larger and more complex network
eployments, enterprise solutions exist and are usually installed by
rained integrators [230]. As such, a number of different configurations
re possible with WiFi communication dependent on the equipment,
evel of security, and installation requirements of an E-IoT deployment.
igBee and Z-wave. Two of the most popular mesh-network protocols
or smart devices are ZigBee and the proprietary Z-wave [231,232].
arious vendors have embedded radio communication hardware on

heir thermostats to connect their devices to more extensive mesh
etworks. While ZigBee and Z-wave are different protocols, they are
9

used for similar purposes in E-IoT systems. For instance, these proto-
cols are often used in low-bandwidth applications to integrate devices
such as thermostats, light dimmers, relays, and sensors to a larger
system. Mesh networking allows users to retrofit existing installation
by replacing existing components such as light switches for wireless-
enabled components. For ZigBee, usually, there are three types of
devices within the ZigBee mesh network: a coordinator, routers, and
end devices [233]. The ZigBee coordinator is the root of the ZigBee
network and manages components necessary for ZigBee to operate
(e.g., security keys, access control, security policies, stack profile). The
ZigBee Router relays information and routes ZigBee packets among
devices. Some ZigBee routers may also have the functions of end-
devices. Finally, the end-devices send and receive communication from
parent nodes and are usually designed for a specific purpose (e.g., door
locks, light bulbs, sensors). Z-wave follows a similar device architecture
with three basic device types, controllers, routers, and slaves. These
devices fulfill similar purposes as their ZigBee counterparts [234].
Bluetooth/BLE is a wireless standard for data exchange between
portable and fixed devices. A short-wavelength protocol, Bluetooth op-
erates from the 2.4 to 2.485 GHz range [235]. Additionally, Bluetooth
may operate as Bluetooth Low-Energy (BLE) or Bluetooth Mesh, which
allow for more varied applications to the protocol [236]. With the num-
ber of Bluetooth devices in the market, E-IoT systems are compatible
with the protocol for different purposes. For instance, Savant may use
Bluetooth Low Energy for their smart lighting solutions, while other
systems use Bluetooth for connecting mobile devices and stream music
to the central system [237]. Bluetooth networks, commonly known as
piconets, follow a master and slave architecture where up to seven
active slave devices can be connected to a master device [238].
IR. Infrared (IR) is a wireless optical communication medium used to
control devices over short, line-of-sight ranges [239]. While limited,
as it cannot penetrate through walls and the short transmission rate,
IR remains popular in many consumer devices (e.g., A/V, televisions
remotes, motorized components). As such, because of this widespread
support, IR sees common use in many E-IoT systems that need to
integrate these devices into centralized E-IoT systems. E-IoT systems in-
tegrate these devices using IR flashers placed on physical devices; these
flashers relay messages directly to the receiving device [240]. As some
devices can only be controlled through IR, E-IoT makes widespread use
of IR communication.
Proprietary Wireless. Not all protocols used by E-IoT systems are well-
known or open-source. Proprietary wireless communication protocols
are often used in E-IoT systems and have not seen much research.
For instance, the Radio Technology Somfy (RTS), is used by Somfy,
one of the major vendors of E-IoT motorized blinds [241]. Similarly,
popular system vendors such as Lutron, Levitron, Legrand, and Crestron
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Fig. 5. E-IoT System with, daisy-chain topology configuration with two lines and
controlled devices.

also use proprietary wireless protocols that have remained mostly
unexplored [242–245]. Table 5 highlights some proprietary wireless
protocols used by E-IoT systems and their usage in E-IoT.
Serial-based. Serial-based communication is a precursor to several
modern device communication standards. While many may consider
the use of serial-based communication as deprecated, various E-IoT
systems and connected devices officially support serial-based commu-
nication for system-to-device integration. Further, some E-IoT systems
have built their systems on top of existing serial-based communication
for proprietary devices. For instance, since the accepted inception in
1969 [246], Recommended Standard 232 (RS-232) has been a well-
known medium for device-to-device communication. This standard is
often used in E-IoT environments for communication between devices.
Some of these devices include thermostats, projectors, A/V receivers,
A/V switchers, motorized lifts, displays, pool controllers, motorized
drapery, and alarm systems that interface with other devices directly
through serial-based links. A more specific example is the Carrier
Infinity Series systems module for HVAC units. This module allows
an E-IoT system to communicate with Carrier HVAC systems through
serial interface or allow for remote access using a physical Ethernet
connection [247]. In many cases, serial-based communication is wired
in a ‘‘daisy-chain’’ bus configuration where the cabling goes from
device-to-device instead of each device is individually wired to the
E-IoT controller as shown in Fig. 5. Such a wiring configuration is a
common practice in E-IoT, as daisy-chain is easier to wire and saves
the integrators and users in labor and wiring costs.

The use of serial-based protocols for a variety of use-cases is
widespread among E-IoT vendors. For instance, Crestron’s Cresnet has
become a ubiquitous name in residential, marine, and commercial
installations [248]. Cresnet uses RS-485 half-duplex communication
used for communication between devices (e.g., interfaces, compo-
nents, keypads) and the controller [249]. Similarly, vendors such as
Control4 [250], LiteTouch [251], and Savant [252] use proprietary
serial-based protocols to communicate with interfaces. These connec-
tions usually are daisy-chained together and work with multiple lines.
In addition to these examples, many product vendors manufacture
devices with native serial communication to where many devices
and systems are integrated into E-IoT through serial communication.
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Table 5
Examples of E-IoT system proprietary RF protocols.

Vendor Protocol Product Lines

Lutron Clear Connect Technology RF [242] Lighting, Shades, Interfaces
Somfy Radio Technology Somfy [241] Lighting, Shades, Interfaces
Levitron LevNet RF [245] Lighting, Shades, Interfaces
Legrand TopDog RF [244] Lighting, Shades, Interfaces
Crestron infiNET EX/ER [243] HVAC, Lighting, Shades, Interfaces

For instance, shades [253], advanced audio receivers [225], televi-
sions [254], and alarm systems [40] can all be integrated into E-IoT
using serial-based communication. The technical specifications of many
of these highlighted serial-based communication protocols are not
publicly available, and thus any security mechanisms remain largely
unknown.

Another type of serial-based communication are building automa-
tion protocols such as BACnet. BACnet was designed specifically to
meet the requirements for automation and control within corporate
offices, buildings, and other commercial establishments. BACnet can be
integrated into some E-IoT systems, with many devices available. The
protocol is also used for communication in sensors, security systems,
energy management, lighting control, physical access systems, and
elevator controls [161]. BACnet operates on top of RS-485 and RS-
232 to provide application and networking layers for device operation.
BACnet implements four layers: Application Layer, Network Layer, Data
Link Layer, and Physical Link Layer. In this protocol, RS-232 is used
for point to point communication while RS-485 handles Master/Slave
Token Passing [255]. Since BACnet is an open protocol, it has been
adopted by various device vendors and manufacturers as a form of
external control.
HDMI. The High Definition Multimedia Interface (HDMI) is one of the
core components of audio/video systems. It acts as the main physical
connection between multiple devices (e.g., televisions, projectors, video
players, receivers). As such, HDMI is one of the most common interfaces
used worldwide, with billions of compatible devices in the wild [256–
258]. Per HDMI design, communication transmitted is not limited to
audio and video, as HDMI transmits control and information signals
through the cabling through the 19-pin connector [259]. Further, HDMI
can be a part of distribution networks with switchers, splitters, and
other interconnects that allow multiple HDMI-enabled devices to share
A/V signals and communicate. As A/V distribution is an important
part of E-IoT, HDMI serves a major role in E-IoT systems [260–262].
Further, some E-IoT systems use communication protocols embedded
in HDMI to control and integrate devices into an E-IoT system [263].
For instance, the HDMI connection includes the Consumer Electronics
Control (CEC) to expand the functionality of HDMI systems [264].
The CEC protocol is a component of HDMI communication and was
developed to enable interoperability between HDMI devices. CEC is
a low-bandwidth protocol with a maximum of 16 devices and func-
tions in a bus architecture. Some E-IoT systems use CEC to control
A/V devices such as receivers, televisions, and projectors. Thus, many
vendors implement CEC features on their devices under different trade
names, including Anynet+ (Samsung), Aquos Link (Sharp), BRAVIA
Link/Sync (Sony), CEC (Hitachi), CE-Link and Regza Link (Toshiba),
SimpLink (LG), VIERA Link (Panasonic), EasyLink (Philips), Realink
(Mitsubishi) [265].

5.2. Threat model for E-IoT communications layer

In this layer, we consider Mallory compromising an E-IoT sys-
tem through the communications layer, targeting the confidentiality,
availability, and integrity of the system. Thus, Mallory compromises
the E-IoT system through communication components, often without
the need of physical access. Attacks on this layer may benefit weak

protocols, protocol vulnerabilities, flaws in implementation, and other
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similar factors. As such, Mallory, in this case, is knowledgeable in
communication vulnerabilities and has the equipment necessary to
compromise E-IoT. For instance, Mallory may carry sniffers and the
software necessary to eavesdrop on communication channels and inject
messages into E-IoT communication. We explain Mallory’s possible
roles in attacking E-IoT communication layer as follows:
Visitors and Unprivileged Users. Some users (e.g., visitors, insiders) may
ot have sufficient privileges to interact with all of the components of a
eployed E-IoT system. Mallory, as a malicious unprivileged user, may
se protocol vulnerabilities to gain unauthorized access to devices near
er. As such, attacks on serial-based protocols, short-range wireless,
nd HDMI are feasible. An unprivileged user may just need some
reliminary knowledge of the protocols used.
oT Hackers. Malicious actors such as hackers may target E-IoT systems

specifically in public locations (e.g., presentation rooms, bars, cam-
puses). In this scenario, Mallory as a malicious hacker, may choose to
perform reconnaissance of an E-IoT deployment without direct phys-
ical access to the system. Additionally, more sophisticated attackers
may attempt to compromise a system, gain unauthorized access, cause
Denial-of-Service attacks, or otherwise disrupt E-IoT operations through
the communications layer. In this case, Mallory only has unauthorized
access to all E-IoT system components.

5.3. Communication layer: Attacks and vulnerabilities

In this subsection, we give an overview of the attacks and vul-
nerabilities of the E-IoT Communications Layer. Specifically, we cover
attacks to serial-based protocols, wireless protocols, HDMI-based pro-
tocols, and building automation protocols.
Serial-based Protocol Attacks. One of the challenges of properly
valuating serial-based protocols in E-IoT is the proprietary nature of
any of these protocols. Many proprietary protocols are long-lived and
o not advertise any form of security mechanism to the communication.
nformation on many of these protocols (e.g., Cresnet) is sparse. These
rotocols rely largely on security through obscurity as many of these
rotocols were designed for functionality but not security in mind. Even
ith this lack of research, online communities and integrators have
xplored E-IoT protocols and managed to create sniffers to capture
erial-based communication for debugging [156]. As such, these snif-
ers work without any form of authorization beyond physical access
nd expose possible threats to E-IoT serial-based protocols. In relation
o industrial control protocols, a comprehensive review of the security
hannels for industrial control protocols can be found in a study by
olkova et al. [158]. This study highlighted that aging serial-based
ommunication technologies such as Modbus can be attacked (e.g., cre-
ential theft attacks, replay attacks, Man-in-the-middle attacks) by a
nowledgeable attacker.

An analysis in 2003 by the Department of Commerce found some
hreats to building automation protocols such as BACnet. While most
ystems were not connected to the Internet, there was still backdoor
ccess via modem connections to controllers [159]. The study also
oted various attacks on passwords, confidentiality, integrity, DoS,
poofing, and eavesdropping within a BACnet installation. Gasser et al.
iscussed research on Internet-exposed BACnet systems [160]. BAC-
et is often an integral part of connected Industrial Control Systems
ICS); these are critical infrastructural systems for any size business
nd offices [266]. BACnet operates on UDP ports 47808-47823 by
efault [161]. Researchers used a pre-rendered BACnet payload in
onjunction with Zmap [267] to scan for devices in the IPv4 address
pace for valid responses. Using this methodology, researchers managed
o confirm a total of 15,429 exposed BACnet devices on the Inter-
et. A notable characteristic of BACnet/IP UDP protocol is that it is
oth stateless and does not require handshake nor authentication. The
reviously mentioned characteristics of BACnet make it susceptible to
mplification Attacks, a DoS attack where a response payload is larger
11

han the request payload [160].
WiFi Attacks. WiFi communication has been an active topic of re-
search due to its broad appeal and uses in many connected devices.
Many WiFi attacks have been covered in different publications, sur-
veys, and technical documents. Additionally, attacks may be depen-
dent on installed hardware, firmware, security used (e.g., WEP, WPA,
WPA2, WPA3), and specific implementation. A survey by Lashkari
et al. highlighted weaknesses to security mechanisms in WiFi commu-
nication [163]. Specifically, this work notes that WEP is susceptible
to attacks (e.g., packet forgery, replay attacks, de-authentication) and
vulnerabilities such as improper key-management and problems with
the RC-4 algorithm. Other work from Borisov et al. goes further into
the insecurities of the WEP protocol and how poor security practices
(e.g., keystream reuse, key management) allows an attacker to compro-
mise WiFi with WEP security [162]. Specifically, WEP is vulnerable to
eavesdropping attacks, message modification, message injection, mes-
sage decryption, authentication spoofing, and reaction attacks against
WEP. While considered more secure, WPA vulnerabilities also exist.
Lashkari et al. note that WPA/WPA2 has definite security improve-
ments over WEP, such as the use of the Advanced Encryption Standard
(AES) and the Temporal Key Integrity Protocol (TKIP) [163].

However, even with improvements, WPA and WPA2 can be suscep-
tible to attacks (e.g., brute force attacks, dictionary attacks). A related
attack for WPA/WPA2 is a handshake capture attack. An attacker
can capture the communication handshake and attempt to perform
brute force attacks or dictionary attacks against the captured hand-
shake [166]. An attack proposed by Vanhoef et al. introduces key
re-installation attacks against WPA/WPA2 where attackers can force a
WiFi network to reuse old keys and compromise confidentiality in the
network [167]. As such, key re-installation attacks would allow Mallory
to perform actions such as packet replay, decryption, and forging
in some implementations, severely impacting the confidentiality and
integrity of WiFi communications. Other attacks such as the Reaver and
Pixie-Dust attacks also target WPA-based security, specifically exploit-
ing the WiFi Protected Setup (WPS) protocol in routers [168]. Finally,
as a newer security mechanism, some weaknesses have been found
in WPA3 [170]. As such, denial-of-service attacks [171], connection
deprivation attacks [172], and handshake attacks [169] can compro-
mise WiFi communication with WPA3 security. As many E-IoT devices
use WiFi communication, any WiFi attacks could compromise the con-
fidentiality, integrity, and availability of E-IoT and E-IoT-integrated
components.
ZigBee and Z-Wave Attacks. Wireless technologies are common in E-
IoT systems in many different use cases and have been an active topic
of research in the security community. As described in [178], various
communication protocols (e.g., ZigBee, Z-Wave) can be attacked, neg-
atively impacting E-IoT systems by directly affecting user interfaces.
There have been known security breaches in ZigBee devices. The ZigBee
Light Link (ZLL) standard was designed with easy client integration,
and installation in mind [179]. One known breach in 2015 involved
the leakage of the master key for light-based ZigBee devices. This leak
made ZLL devices insecure [180]. It must be noted that there are
variations between ZigBee systems, software, hardware, and chipsets;
not all attacks may be effective on all ZigBee systems even if the ZigBee
stack is an accepted standard.

Energy depletion attacks such as Ghost-in-ZigBee [181] may prove
to be effective against battery-powered E-IoT components. In addition
to depleting ZigBee devices’ power, it can facilitate threats such as DoS
and replay attacks on a ZigBee network. The attack method involves
sending false messages to nodes within a ZigBee network to trig-
ger processor-intensive computations (e.g., cryptographic operations).
These unnecessary computations cause power and performance losses
on the affected device. Ghost-in-ZigBee attacks also demonstrate three
unique types of DoS attacks. First is a computational load attack,
which can be done by sending numerous messages at the same time
to trigger the depletion of a node’s energy. However, such an attack

could be easily detected with abnormality detection. The second type
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of DoS is referred to as MAC misbehavior, which takes advantage of
ZigBee channel sensing. When a targeted node receives continuous
traffic, all nodes within that region will not communicate through that
node. The third is a replay attack in which a malicious attacker may
use frame counters greater than valid values in their message. Since
ZigBee keeps an Access Control List (ACL) table, this table will be
updated to match the malicious counter values. Any legitimate node
trying to make contact after the alteration will be rejected due to their
frame counter values being less than the altered values, leading to a
malicious spoofing attack. The article [178] mentions a third attack
on ZigBee spanning from hardware implementations. Going further in-
depth, in [182], researchers attacked an implementation of an Atmel
chip used with Phillips Hue bulbs and ZigBee Light Link (ZLL) mode.
In this attack, the researchers created a custom circuit board to target
the ZigBee chipset used with smart bulbs and created a worm to spread
the infection among light nodes.

In [183] three types of attacks on ZigBee were demonstrated using
the KillerBee toolkit [184]. The first attack takes advantage of ZigBee’s
discovery process and mimicked a legitimate device to gather informa-
tion about other devices within the ZigBee network. This information
spans various channels and will yield responses from ZigBee nodes
within a channel. The second attack is the interception of packages.
This attack functions on the basis that some ZigBee networks use weak
or no encryption. As such, an attacker can eavesdrop on communication
using the toolset and a USB adapter to capture traffic on a given
channel. As the third proposed attack, if the previous two attacks are
successful, an attacker can intercept and record ZigBee traffic. As such,
an attacker can replay previously recorded packets and have ZigBee
devices accept sent messages. Z-Wave vulnerabilities may depend on
implementation practices, firmware, and hardware. Using reverse en-
gineering methods, Fouladi et al. in [185] provided some examples
of available exploits that could compromise entire devices. The attack
used Z-force, a packet interception, and injection tool, to reset the
established network key and take advantage of the protocol’s steps.
The researchers describe the issue as a lack of ‘state validation’ in some
Z-Wave devices. An attacker can use packet injection to force Z-Wave
devices to overwrite their current shared network key with an attacker-
specified key. They demonstrated a successful attack on a connected
door lock. While follow-up publications note that some of the attacks
described have been patched, devices that have not been updated and
usage of older firmware may be vulnerable to these attacks [178].

The research by Fuller et al. explored vulnerabilities of rogue con-
trollers within Z-Wave established networks ranges [186]. This work
introduced an attack that used a malicious Z-Wave controller to attack
unsecured devices. To begin, the authors established a Home Automa-
tion Network (HAN) using Z-Wave devices such as connected door
locks, smart lights, and connected water valves. The attacker must first
gain access to the local WLAN network to perform this attack, assuming
the network is improperly secured. Once access to the network has
been granted, an attacker can scan the network and retrieve the address
of the Z-Wave gateway and any other gateways. The researchers then
took advantage of known gateway vulnerabilities and, in this case,
attacked a VeraEdge Z-Wave controller. Further, they retrieved and
saved a backup file for the entire system. With this information, the
researchers could then duplicate a legitimate Z-Wave controller with
a malicious one in the same network. This rogue controller could then
communicate to Z-Wave devices within that network, compromising all
of the available devices. The study also noted that with this backup
file, there is the possibility that sensitive information and activity can
be retrieved. Further, log files could also prove valuable to an attacker
gathering information in usage or future attacks.
Bluetooth/BLE Attacks. Other popular short-range wireless solutions
are Bluetooth and BLE. As mentioned earlier, Bluetooth is used by some
E-IoT systems during standard operation and device configuration. Due
to mobile devices, IoT, and other common use-cases of Bluetooth,
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attacks on Bluetooth have been widely documented, with a number
of surveys written on the topic of Bluetooth security [189–192,268].
Relevant to E-IoT, attacks highlighted in these surveys include man-in-
the-middle attacks that can occur by compromising Bluetooth’s Secure
Simple Pairing (SSP) to impersonate trusted parties [193–198]. Further,
another attack relevant to E-IoT is Bluesniping, which uses special-
ized antennas to sniff Bluetooth communication beyond the expected
Bluetooth range [199]. Bluesniffing attacks may also be a concern,
as attackers may be able to infer E-IoT activity from sniffing packets
coming from Bluetooth-based interfaces and devices [200]. Disruption
attacks such as Bluechopping, Bluecutting, and Bluedepriving may also
affect the availability of E-IoT devices as these attacks all work to
disrupt Bluetooth communication through different approaches [174].
For instance, for bluechopping, an attacker spoofs the identity of a
connected Bluetooth device to cause a DoS condition. Bluecutting, an
attack that disrupts Bluetooth communication by spoofing a Bluetooth
device and requesting a target device begins re-pairing. As attacker then
discards the stored link key and pairing cannot be performed [201].
Finally, bluedepriving interrupts Bluetooth communication by causing
a conflict between a spoofed device and a legitimate device so that this
legitimate device cannot pair through Bluetooth connection [202]. It
must be noted that similar to other protocols, many Bluetooth attacks
are dependent on implementations, software versions, and use cases of
Bluetooth devices. The differences between Bluetooth and BLE have
led to some unique attacks for BLE. For instance, a work by Lounis
et al. demonstrated that the ‘‘Just Works’’ pairing mode for BLE can
be exploited to perform interception, interruption, fabrication, and
modification attacks on BLE devices. Another notable example by Wu
et al. is BLE Spoofing Attacks (BLESA) [269]. In this work, the authors
demonstrated that with BLESA, an attacker can impersonate a BLE de-
vices and provide spoofed data to previously-paired devices. In another
work, Zhang et al. showed that BLE is susceptible to a downgrading
attack with Android-based systems, where devices can be forced to run
in an insecure communication mode without a user’s knowledge [270].
IR Attacks. IR communication is used in E-IoT in the form of IR flashers
to control integrated devices (e.g., displays, projectors, blinds). As
such, most of these systems use simple, line-of-sight receivers without
any form of authentication from the remote. Many of the controlling
codes are available from online sources in websites such as remote
central [271]. As such, it is trivial for an attacker to capture or emit
IR commands through line-of-sight [203]. A malicious attacker could
simply use an IR blaster to control IR-enabled devices and disrupt the
operation of E-IoT systems [204]. In other cases, attackers may be able
to reconfigure IR-enabled devices as if they had the original device
remote. In terms of E-IoT, if a device is reconfigured or reset, an E-IoT
system may not be able to communicate with these devices.
General Wireless Attacks. In this category, we cover any attacks that
can apply to wireless in the Industrial, Scientific, and Medical (ISM)
frequency bands and are not unique to any communication protocol.
Jamming attack can negatively impact E-IoT system communication
in multiple modes of communication and falls under a specialized
Denial-of-Service attack. Specifically, jamming presents a major threat
to wireless networks and any E-IoT device that uses wireless networks
(e.g., interfaces, sensors, relays), causing the devices to fall offline.
Several works and surveys have covered jamming attacks against wire-
less communication that can be relevant to E-IoT systems [205–208].
Specifically, these surveys highlight several proven jamming techniques
against wireless networks (e.g., spot jamming, sweep jamming, bar-
rage jamming, deceptive jamming). Further, jamming attacks are often
cheap, easy to perform, and difficult to mitigate. The capabilities of
more elaborate jamming attacks such as reactive jamming are covered
by Wilhelm et al. highlighting the dangers of reactive jamming in wire-
less networks, where jamming techniques can target specific packets
in wireless communication [209]. While reactive jamming may have
limitations due to cost, demonstrations of jamming attacks show that an
attacker can target specific wireless communication (e.g., ZigBee) with

some technical knowledge and widely-available low-cost devices [210].
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HDMI-Based Protocol Attacks. HDMI is one of the core connections of
ideo distribution and contains various protocols that can pose a threat
o E-IoT systems. In HDMI-Walk, Puche et al. demonstrated that the
EC protocol can be used to gain arbitrary control of CEC-supported
evice functions [215]. Specifically, the authors demonstrated that CEC
an be used with HDMI distributions to attack multiple HDMI devices.
he HDMI-Walk attacks further showed that an attacker might control
evices, transfer information, cause DoS conditions, eavesdrop, and
therwise harm HDMI networks through a single point of connection
r compromised device. For all of the attacks, the researchers inserted
device into an HDMI-capable distribution. The first attack used the

nserted device to gather information about all of the connected HDMI
evices, returning details such as the language, model number, power
tate, and running version. Two more attacks proved that eavesdrop-
ing and facilitation of existing attacks are possible with CEC. The
uthors showed that CEC could be used for unauthorized data transfer
y transferring audio information and WPA handshakes from one end of
he distribution to another rogue device. Finally, there were two DoS
ttacks demonstrated in HDMI-Walk. On the first attack, the attacker
evice was configured to identify televisions powering on through CEC
roadcast and shutting the displays down before they initiated. The
econd DoS attack abused television input change and overwhelmed
isplays through CEC, causing them to become inoperable. Further, the
uthors of HDMI-Walk noted that CEC propagation is not obvious and
ifficult to mitigate, creating networks without the user’s awareness.
ther relevant work on HDMI sub-protocols was published by the
CC group identified on CEC-based fuzzing vulnerabilities through
EC, and other viable threats through HDMI [216]. Specifically, the
CC Group identified that HDMI’s HEC channel could be used for
orporate boundary breach, endpoint protection circumvention, and
nauthorized network extension. Similar work presented by Smith
t al. contributed to further CEC-based fuzzing with the development
f the tool CECSTeR, used to execute CEC-based fuzzing attacks on
EC-supported devices [217,218].

.4. Mitigation of communication layer attacks

erial-based Communication Defenses. While not specific to E-IoT,
esearch in serial-based communication defense mechanisms may apply
o E-IoT. Studies by Dudak et al. [272], and Wilson et al. [273] provide
nsight into securing serial-based protocols and considerations that
ust be taken to design protocols securely. Further, as standardization
ay help secure serial-based communication in ICS, the IEEE 1711.2
orking group’s efforts have focused on creating the Secure SCADA

ommunications protocol [274]. A similar approach has not been taken
or proprietary E-IoT communication protocols yet, but could guarantee
nteroperability and secure protocol design in the future. In a survey
y Volkova et al. highlighting attacks and defenses [158], the authors
oted that network security, best practices, and software updates may
elp mitigate threats to Modbus and similar serial-based protocols.
owever, the authors noted that even with existing mitigation strate-
ies, there are vulnerabilities that have to be mitigated by the protocol
pecifications. Finally, many proprietary protocols may require physical
ccess to compromise, so controlling physical access may be a viable
itigation strategy.

For building automation protocols, vulnerabilities are often de-
endent on the implementation and installation. ASHRAE, the com-
endium behind BACnet, has released a security architecture to its
nitial construction for the deployment of a security layer for BACnet
etworks [275]. In the addendum, ASHRAE acknowledges the need to
pdate the 56-bit DES cryptographic standard used for communication
ince 2004 to AES-128 bits. As several threats have been found in DES
ncryption, protocol updates are needed. Further, the BACnet specifi-
ation explicitly notes that BACnet security encryption is optional and
ependent on an integrator to be deployed [276]. If the integrator does
13

ot choose to deploy the BACnet security encryption, then the BACnet
deployment will be insecure. As such, an improperly configured system
may be insecure without the user’s knowledge. To keep E-IoT systems
and related components secure, integrators should configure systems
to use available encryption. Further, entities that create and main-
tain communication standards must update their protocols to newer
cryptographic standards.
WiFi Defenses. In a similar manner to many technologies, one of
the best solutions to defend against WiFi and other wireless vulner-
abilities is ensuring that the most secure protocol implementations
are in place in E-IoT devices. For instance, attacks and vulnerabilities
such as Reaver have been patched in many modern routers [168].
Literature also references other solutions such as experimental defense
mechanisms (e.g., custom key generation practices, modified WiFi stan-
dards); however, as most vendors and integrators cannot realistically
implement these mechanisms, they are outside of the scope of this sur-
vey [173]. In a similar manner to the individual network configuration
of devices, integrators should follow accepted best practices when con-
figuring WiFi security, such as the ones suggested by the United States
Federal Trade Commission [164]. For instance, access to a network
should be limited, and routers should be secured with strong passwords,
custom SSID names, with management features. Strong passwords prac-
tices can help mitigate handshake cracking and brute force attacks on
WiFi. Further, using WEP is considered insecure and outdated, and
as such, it should be avoided unless completely necessary. Other best
practices were also highlighted by the Cybersecurity & Infrastructure
Security Agency (CISA) [165]. Some defenses proposed include in-
stalling firewalls, maintaining anti-virus software, frequent networking
equipment updates, and following wireless configuration recommenda-
tions from manufacturers. Several attacks can be prevented through
best practices and proper configuration in WPA/WPA2 devices. For
instance, disabling features such as WPS in routers may be a good prac-
tice to prevent threats such as the Reaver and Pixie-dust attacks [277].
Surveys conducted on WiFi security also suggest that if it is possible,
users should update their systems to the latest WPA3 security standard,
however acknowledge that this is not ideal in all cases [163,174].
Further, these surveys note that proper configuration of WPA3 can
prevent key cracking attacks.
ZigBee/Z-Wave Defenses. One of the best solutions to ZigBee and Z-
Wave protocol vulnerabilities is verifying that vendors use the latest
and the most secure protocol implementations. Further, E-IoT inte-
grators should follow the best practices offered by E-IoT vendors and
manufacturers. A survey by Lounis et al. highlighted how updated
protocols have resolved many attacks for short-range wireless proto-
cols [174]. This survey also highlights that network administrators
(integrators — in E-IoT systems) should monitor and verify that devices
are properly configured and updated. However, as users and integrators
of E-IoT systems rely on E-IoT device manufacturers and vendors,
solutions for vulnerabilities will come from vendor updates and best
practices. For instance, manufacturers of E-IoT controllers must make
sure that short-range wireless nonces are not reused to prevent key gen-
eration attacks [175]. Additionally, a work by Benzaid et al. highlighted
that polling messages and responses should also be authenticated to
prevent spoofing attacks on short-range wireless networks [176]. An
article published in 2006 on Z-Wave security highlighted the main
differences between ZigBee and Z-Wave security [177]. The article
noted that Z-Wave protocol encryption is optional and for that reason,
encryption should always be enabled as a security measure. The study
also noted that older Z-Wave systems are open to various attacks,
especially if encryption has not been enabled. As such, maintaining
systems properly updated and securely configured should be a priority
for E-IoT communication.
Bluetooth/BLE Communication Defenses. In a similar manner to
other wireless defenses, one of the best solutions for Bluetooth attacks
are updates and making sure that best practices are followed in Blue-
tooth configuration. A set of Bluetooth-specific best practices have been

proposed in [187]. For instance, disabling Bluetooth functions when
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they are not in use, disabling device ID broadcast, strong passwords,
and verifying incoming transmissions have been suggested to miti-
gate Bluetooth-based threats. Further, a survey by Lounis et al. [174]
notes that Bluetooth software updates are necessary to defend against
well-known Bluetooth attacks (e.g., bluechopping, bluecutting, bluede-
priving). Similarly, some defense mechanisms have been proposed for
BLE-specific threats. For instance, to address Android-based downgrad-
ing attacks against BLE, Zhang et al. proposed some modifications
to the Secure Connection Only (SCO) configuration for BLE [270].
Another example by Wu et al. is BlueShield, a monitoring system
designed to detect spoofing attacks on BLE communication [278].
IR Communication Defenses. As IR communication is line-of-sight,
hysical security may be one of the best defense approaches. With
ery little literature on IR communication and defenses, it may be an
dea for integrators to cover IR receivers when not in use to prevent
ttackers from tampering with devices. Further, access control may
revent unauthorized users from disrupting the operation of E-IoT-
ontrolled devices using IR emitters. As IR requires line-of-sight, it may
e easy to discern when an attacker is meddling with a device. Further,
s CCTV can display the IR spectrum, it may be possible to use cameras
o identify an attacker using IR to communicate with devices [279].
eneral Wireless Communication Defenses. Securing wireless com-
unication from jamming attacks has been a topic of research with
number of different approaches suggested. Numerous surveys are

vailable on wireless jamming defenses and counter-measures [205–
08,211–214]. As such, a solution for E-IoT deployments will depend
n the wireless technology used and the particular wireless use cases. A
urvey on this topic by Aristides et al. divides anti-jamming approaches
nto three different types: proactive, reactive, and mobile agent-based
olutions [207]. Proactive counter-measures in the background cannot
e initiated, stopped, or resumed on demand and require prolonged
mplementation time and high implementation cost. An example of
roactive measures are software and hardware-based solutions that de-
ect jamming attacks before they occur (e.g., DEEJAM) [280]. Reactive
nti-jamming approaches reduce computation energy costs compared
o proactive counter-measures. Reactive jamming defenses rely on ac-
ive jamming attacks and aim to mitigate attacks (e.g., JAM) [281].
owever, in the case of some jamming attacks, reactive-anti-jamming
ay have some detection delays. Finally, mobile agent-based solutions

mploy anti-jamming agents that move between hosts to detect jam-
ing attempts. For different protocols, there exist different jamming

pproaches, subject to surveys of their own. Vendors of E-IoT should
onsider the best defenses for their supported devices and implement
hem in their systems.
DMI-based Communication Defenses. While HDMI sub-protocols
re usually secured through restrictions to physical access; other op-
ions have been explored. For instance, in work proposed by Puche
t al. the authors created a passive intrusion detection system frame-
ork designed to protect against HDMI-based threats [219]. The frame-
ork uses features in CEC communication to build a machine learning

lassifier and does not require modification to the original protocol, as
modification to the protocol is problematic, with billions of HDMI

evices distributed worldwide. Physical defenses against these attacks
nvolve the use of CEC-less adapters, which can prevent CEC signal
rom propagating over large distributions [282]. As such, an integrator
ay use a CEC-less adapter to prevent public, easily-reachable HDMI

ndpoints from receiving CEC communication.

. Monitoring and applications layer

In this section we highlight the monitoring and application layer of
-IoT systems. First, we cover elements of the E-IoT monitoring and
pplications layer then introduce the threat model at this layer. Next,
e cover monitoring and application-layer threats and attacks. Finally,
e provide relevant defenses and mitigation mechanisms. An overview
f attacks, threats, and mitigation strategies covered in this section are
14

utlined in Table 6.
6.1. Elements of the monitoring and applications layer

E-IoT Monitoring and Applications Layer consists of E-IoT drivers,
E-IoT software and services, and E-IoT configuration.
E-IoT Drivers. As introduced in Section 2, drivers are an important
part for E-IoT system functionality. As a software-based component
of E-IoT systems, drivers provide all the information necessary for an
E-IoT system to integrate a device or web service into the system.
As such, E-IoT drivers are not standardized from system-to-system
and may be known under a different name (e.g., Crestron modules,
Control4 Drivers) [283]. Drivers are inserted and configured in an E-
IoT system during programming or maintenance by integrators. Thus,
drivers can be obtained in three different ways. (1) Drivers may be
acquired directly from the E-IoT configuration software. (2) Drivers
may be acquired from a catalog of drivers provided by the main
E-IoT vendor. (3) Drivers can be downloaded from third-party sites
(e.g., forums, device vendors, third-party developers). However, while
many vendors will validate drivers acquired from their software or
repositories, drivers from third-party sources are often not checked for
malicious content. Additionally, some drivers are not free which may
tempt integrators to use a free, unverified driver with malicious code
available online [37].
E-IoT Software Services. E-IoT systems use several software services
for configuration and maintenance. Beyond proprietary tools used by
E-IoT vendors, such as Control4’s composer and Crestron’s Simpl, E-
IoT uses common application services [297,298]. Available software
services may vary from system to system. While E-IoT systems may
have well-known, documented software services such as File Transfer
Protocol (FTP), Secure Shell (SSH), and Telnet communication, E-IoT
solutions may also run unknown proprietary services. With the closed-
source nature of many E-IoT systems, documentation and details of
these proprietary services remain mostly unavailable. As such, oper-
ating manuals available online and troubleshooting guides are among
the few sources of information on these services. In contrast, well-
known and commonly-used services are easier to identify. For instance,
file transfer is necessary for E-IoT tasks such as firmware upgrades,
image uploads, and vendor software configuration. As such, one of the
accepted file-transfer services is FTP, and for more secure communica-
tion, Secure FTP (SFTP) [299,300]. Another requirement for E-IoT is
diagnostics and configuration; thus, integrators need to communicate
directly to the E-IoT system. Secure shell services may be used for diag-
nostics and configuration as integrators use secure shell clients such as
PuTTy to connect to, diagnose, and configure E-IoT system and system
components through services such as Telnet or SSH [301,302]. Another
use-case of software services is webservers and web interfaces using
HTTP or HTTPS. E-IoT systems may host webservers and web interfaces
to allow integrators to configure, diagnose, or monitor devices. For
instance, CCTV systems host a web interface to configure cameras, view
recordings, view a live feed, and manage CCTV systems [303]. Finally,
software suites such as Busybox are common in IoT and E-IoT alike, as
BusyBox provides many common UNIX utilities in a compact executable
with size optimization and a modular design [304,305]. Due to the
convenient design, E-IoT vendors such as Control4 run BusyBox on their
main controllers and devices [306].
E-IoT Configuration. Beyond software, configuration of E-IoT systems
can impact the overall security of the system. Some E-IoT users may
need to access E-IoT system features remotely. Additionally, remote
access aids integrators, as it allows them to provide remote technical
support, especially in moving installations such as yachts. As such, E-
IoT vendors and integrators permit remote access through a variety
of different methods. While the configuration is different for each
system, most E-IoT systems are accessed remotely through subscription
services, virtual private networks (VPNs), or port forwarding. First,
some vendors offer subscription services, creating a secure and easy
way for clients and integrators to connect remotely to an E-IoT system

(e.g., Control4’s 4Sight) [307]. VPNs are another popular solutions
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Table 6
Summary of E-IoT application layer attacks, threats, and mitigations.

Component Attack/Threat Mitigations

E-IoT drivers Driver-based attacks [283] Treat drivers as untrusted software, avoid unverified drivers, user awareness. [283]

E-IoT software & Services Software vulnerabilities [284–287] Frequent updates, isolated E-IoT devices, legacy equipment considerations, vulnerability awareness [288].
Improper encryption [289–291] Accepted encryption methodology, software verification [290].

E-IoT configuration Remote hijacking [292,293] Strong passwords, avoid port forwarding, VPNs, configuration best practices [294–296]
recommended by many vendors, granting users remote access to the
E-IoT network and equipment. For this reason, vendors will recommend
routers with VPN functionality to integrators. Finally, as E-IoT devices
(e.g., controllers, CCTV NVRs) often use ports for control and config-
uration, integrators often port forward these devices to allow remote
access [294,303,308].

6.2. Threat model for E-IoT monitoring and applications layer

For Monitoring and Application Layer threats, we consider Mallory,
an attacker knowledgeable on configuration and software vulnerabili-
ties of E-IoT systems. As such, an attacker on this layer compromises
E-IoT functionality and may gain access to unauthorized resources
without any physical contact with E-IoT systems. For this layer, an at-
tacker needs technical knowledge of E-IoT systems and software-based
attacks. Mallory can be in the roles of malicious users, integrators, or
remote attackers.
Users. Mallory, in the role of a frequent or visiting malicious user, could
attack E-IoT systems through the Monitoring and Applications Layer. As
malicious actors, these users may attempt privilege escalation, modify
E-IoT systems, or otherwise try to cause unintended operation. As
regular users are meant to operate E-IoT systems and not alter any
configuration, vulnerabilities may allow Mallory to compromise E-IoT
system components as an unprivileged user. Further, in an improperly
configured network, if Mallory has network access and proprietary
configuration software, she may modify E-IoT software, remote ac-
cess configuration, or compromise an E-IoT system through software
(e.g., malicious drivers).
Integrators. Integrators often will have full access to E-IoT systems.
As a malicious integrator, Mallory may become the attacker in cer-
tain situations (e.g., bribed or disgruntled employees [309]). In this
scenario, Mallory already has the proprietary tools and access to one
or many E-IoT systems through maintenance software. Mallory could
inadvertently compromise multiple systems using malicious drivers or
remote access tools. Further, Mallory may target wealthy or famous
clients and eavesdrop on information for personal gain or otherwise
disrupt E-IoT system operation.
Remote Attackers. Mallory may be a remote attacker seeking systems
o compromise. She may find E-IoT systems exposed to the Internet. If
allory is a more capable attacker, she may use configuration tools

nd manuals used by E-IoT vendors to gain complete access to E-
oT systems, install malicious E-IoT drivers, and otherwise compromise
xposed systems.

.3. Monitoring and applications layer attacks and vulnerabilities

In this subsection, we cover Monitoring and Application Layer
ttacks and vulnerabilities.
-IoT Driver Attacks. As explained in Section 2, E-IoT drivers contain
ll the programming necessary for E-IoT systems to integrate third-
arty components such as devices, APIs, and web services [297,310].
esearch on the topic of E-IoT drivers by Puche et al. demonstrated that
rivers can be used to compromise E-IoT systems [283]. Specifically,
he authors performed a DoS attack, maliciously expended system
esources, and assumed control of the E-IoT controller’s networking
unctions through malicious E-IoT drivers. The authors note that an
ntegrator may inadvertently compromise an E-IoT system by down-
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oading unverified drivers from third-party vendors, forums, or any
external site. Since there is no verification mechanism for drivers in
E-IoT controllers, an attacker can gain the control of the E-IoT system.
E-IoT Software Service Attacks. E-IoT systems will run a combina-
tion of proprietary services and well-known services in their devices.
As such, some vulnerabilities have been exposed by researchers on
E-IoT systems. For instance, in Defcon 26 (2017), Lawshae et al.
presented several Crestron controller vulnerabilities [284]. Specifically,
Crestron controllers could be compromised through the CTP console,
a Telnet-like interface for Crestron E-IoT systems used to configure
and diagnose Crestron devices. This interface also allowed Lawshae
to have direct chip communication, browser remote control, UI in-
teraction, and microphone recording capabilities. Further, as of the
time of this writing, CVE Details show over twenty vulnerabilities for
Crestron devices and six for Savant systems [285,286]. For Savant
and Crestron systems, these vulnerabilities include de-authentication
code overflow, authentication bypass, remote code execution, directory
traversal, cross-site request forgery, and DoS. Vulnerabilities have also
been discovered in presentation devices and systems. For instance,
Crestron presentation devices, Barco wePresent, and Extron ShareLink
presentation systems have had numerous vulnerabilities discovered
(e.g., stack overflows, unauthenticated command injection) as they
all share underlying code [287]. Vulnerability research by Synack,
a company that specializes in security research, tested the now dis-
continued SR-250 Control4 controllers and found several unpatched
vulnerabilities described as unauthenticated management vulnerabil-
ities [289]. Moreover, improper implementation of encryption could
threaten the confidentiality and integrity of E-IoT data. Practices such
as ‘rolling your own encryption’ (e.g., implementing self-made crypto-
graphic functions and algorithms) have left products from companies
(e.g., Dualcom, Telegram) vulnerable to attackers [290]. For instance,
Dualcom alarm signaling products were demonstrated to be vulnerable
and susceptible to cracking attacks due to improper use of encryption
mechanisms [291]. As such, improperly implemented encryption can
open up E-IoT components to a great number of attacks (e.g., malicious
sniffing, brute-force, man-in-the-middle, replay).
E-IoT Configuration Attacks. One of the most notable examples of
a failure in IoT security was made abundantly clear with the Mirai
botnet, which overwhelmed high profile targets through DDoS attacks.
The malware hijacked exposed IoT devices and used them to create a
botnet. How the Mirai malware grew to a peak of six-hundred thousand
infections so quickly is one of the reasons why users should be wary of
the security of their connected E-IoT systems and other Internet-facing
devices [292]. Research on this botnet revealed issues with the current
state of exposed IoT and E-IoT devices. Mirai created a bank of targeted
devices with 46 unique passwords. Most of these passwords targeted ex-
posed systems such as security cameras, CCTV video recorders, routers,
and printers. Initially, Mirai used this bank of default passwords to
brute force through Telnet and SSH authentication. Future iterations of
Mirai altered themselves to attack through known exploits in targeted
systems. Attacks such as these could also take advantage of known
backdoors, such as those seen in Dahua DVRs and IP cameras, where a
firmware had to be released for all installed devices due to the found
vulnerabilities [293]. An attacker could compromise an E-IoT system
through port forwarded devices. As of the writing of this paper, a search
in Shodan.io, a search engine for exposed devices connected to the
Internet reveals over 30,000 E-IoT devices exposed online from major

vendors (Control4, Crestron, Savant, and Lutron) [311].
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6.4. Mitigation of monitoring and applications layer attacks

Driver Defenses. E-IoT vendors will often provide a number of drivers
or validate drivers developed by third-parties. As such, integrators
should try to use validated drivers to prevent driver-based threats.
The work that presented driver-based attacks highlighted that ven-
dors should approach drivers in a similar manner to untrusted soft-
ware [283]. Further, without standardization, drivers are implemented
differently in each system; thus, security mechanisms that are viable for
one E-IoT system may not be viable for others. A proposed solution is a
permission system for drivers, based on the function and what a driver
should be allowed to do (e.g., a serial-based controlled device should
not have a driver with network connectivity) [283]. Finally, many users
and integrators may not be aware that malicious code could exist in
drivers and thus, awareness of this possible threat is one of the best
and only current defenses.
E-IoT Software and Services Defenses. In a similar manner to any
smart system; vendors, users, and integrators should follow patching
and firmware best practices. As E-IoT vendors will note and often
patch vulnerabilities with later releases, integrators should install the
latest software and firmware versions. Moreover, users should sched-
ule frequent product updates [288]. Following frequent updates and
patching in E-IoT systems can help mitigate known service vulnera-
bilities from software services. Further, overall awareness on running
services and versions can help integrators gauge the risk of expos-
ing E-IoT components to a network. It may be possible to anticipate
unpatched vulnerabilities and prevent an attack before it occurs. As
such, integrators may want to isolate E-IoT systems from other net-
worked systems (e.g., guest-accessible networks) and enable proper
network-based mechanisms to prevent unauthorized access. Addition-
ally, legacy and discontinued equipment that cannot be upgraded or
updated presents a major threat to many smart systems beyond E-
IoT, especially Internet-facing systems. Integrators need to be aware
of legacy equipment and make sure that their clients are aware of
the risks of legacy equipment. Finally, E-IoT developers should avoid
mistakes during development such as improper encryption mechanisms
by using the latest libraries, avoiding custom encryption, and following
verification processes [290].
E-IoT Configuration Defenses. E-IoT vendors will often release secu-
rity best practices, and integrators should follow these best practices
for configuring E-IoT systems [294]. Moreover, installers and users
should avoid weak and insecure passwords as Internet-facing devices
with weak password practices have allowed attackers to compromise
devices in previous large-scale automated attacks [292]. A whitepa-
per published by Synack provided an outline relevant to E-IoT, and
professionally-installed systems [295]. Proposed best practices from
this guide highlighted that vendors and manufacturers should not rely
on users for security. Basic password strength requirements should be
enforced, as compromising a remote access account could give an at-
tacker access to an E-IoT system. Users should also receive notifications
when device statuses change or when sessions are initiated. Finally, the
whitepaper notes that vendors should avoid SSL pinning, self-signed
certificates, and custom encryption. One other source of vulnerabili-
ties is port-forwarding, which exposes devices to the Internet. E-IoT
vendors have always advised dealers and users not to port forward
devices as some devices were not designed to be exposed directly to
the Internet [296]. Instead, integrators and users should opt for VPN
configuration or vendor remote access services.

7. Business layer

In this section, we highlight the E-IoT Business Layer and common
security concerns. Specifically, we first address common Business Layer
components of E-IoT systems. Second, we highlight possible threats and
attacks. Finally, we cover possible defense and mitigation mechanisms.
An overview of components, threats, attacks, and mitigations discussed
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in this layer can be found in Table 7.
7.1. Elements of the E-IoT business layer

In this subsection, we highlight common elements of the E-IoT
Business Layer.
Security Cloud Services. E-IoT CCTV systems usually record camera
footage in local hard disk storage in a Digital Video Recorder (DVR)
or a Network Video Recorder (NVR) for analog or IP cameras re-
spectively [327]. However, if a DVR or NVR is damaged or stolen in
traditional systems, all video recordings are lost. Moreover, CCTV sys-
tems have limited storage space and will often overwrite old recordings
with new footage once storage runs out. As a solution to this issue,
vendors offer online cloud storage solutions designed specifically for
security cameras and CCTV. In addition to cloud storage, security cloud
services allow integrators and users to manage multiple E-IoT deploy-
ments from a single hub. For instance, services beyond cloud storage
include health checks, remote access, and remote camera control for
the end-user. Another feature of security cloud services is machine-
learning-based tagging and human activity recognition on recorded
video, with providers such as Camio providing these features [42]. With
this feature, recorded video data can be labeled by events (e.g., van
passing, pizza delivery, red shirt), allowing users to search for a specific
events in stored recordings easily [328,329].
Vendor Services. E-IoT vendors will often offer cloud services for
monitoring and maintenance of E-IoT systems. These services serve
a variety of purposes as maintenance is an important part of E-IoT
deployments. First, maintenance services monitor integrated devices in
the E-IoT system network. As such, an integrator can know when a
device falls offline and can address the issue before a client notices. Sec-
ond, maintenance services can send integrators and clients phone and
email notifications on needed updates, unplanned downtime, Internet
failure, and ongoing network issues. Services such as Pakedge’s Bakpak
are designed to work with E-IoT and provide vendors with many fea-
tures. As such, they allow integrators to provide both remote support,
monitoring, and maintenance to multiple user E-IoT systems [330].
Cloud services are also used in E-IoT for secure remote access to E-
IoT systems. While not all of E-IoT systems offer this service, major
E-IoT vendors or device makers always offer some form of remote
access solution. For instance, services such as Control4’s 4sight offer
users remote access through mobile apps and cloud support. Further,
4sight also allows integrators to service a specific E-IoT system remotely
through a secure connection.

7.2. Threat model for E-IoT business layer

For this layer, we consider Mallory compromising an E-IoT system
through the E-IoT Business Layer. As such, Mallory is knowledgeable
about cloud and remote services. Specifically, Mallory knows how to
use Business Layer services (e.g., security cloud, vendor maintenance)
to compromise one or multiple E-IoT systems remotely. As an attacker,
in addition to knowledge on integrated services, Mallory must possess
an Internet connection, knowledge on business services, and capa-
bilities to perform phishing attacks, dictionary attacks, or web-based
attacks. Mallory can be in the roles of hackers or integrators to target
the Business Layer of E-IoT.
Hackers. In this scenario, Mallory may be a remote attacker with or
without prior knowledge of E-IoT systems. Mallory may target E-IoT
cloud and vendor services and disrupt these systems. If Mallory is a
more knowledgeable attacker, she may be aware that E-IoT systems can
be compromised through management services. Mallory may acquire
sensitive information from E-IoT systems such as CCTV recordings,
schedules, and E-IoT usage patterns. Further, Mallory can also use
phishing techniques (e.g., texting, email, apps) to obtain a user’s or
integrator’s credentials and compromise one or multiple systems.
Malicious Integrators. Mallory may be a malicious integrator or an
insider in an integrator company with access to user accounts and
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Table 7
Overview of E-IoT business layer attacks, threats, and mitigations.

Component Attack/Threat Mitigations

Security and vendor Data breaches [312–325] Storage encryption, strong access control, accepted authentication practices, server-side
Cloud services encryption.

Insecure APIs and web services [312–325] Vulnerability scanning, malware protection, browser updates, data sanitation, web development
best practices.

Unauthorized intrusion [312–321] Network-based, host-based, distributed, and hypervisor IDS.
Account hijacking [312–325] Strong access control and authentication, two-factor authentication, web development best

practices [320,326].
DoS attacks [312–325] Rate-limiting, structured schemes, crypto puzzles, proxy filtering, load balancing reputation-based

access control, and flexible network configuration [320,326].
credentials for remote support. As such, Mallory can become a mali-
cious actor (e.g., disgruntled employees, insiders) and compromise a
user’s E-IoT system to disrupt or for personal gain. Additionally, as
Mallory is an integrator or an employee, she may know E-IoT user’s
financial or societal status. This may tempt Mallory to sell information
(e.g., passwords, accounts, CCTV footage) of users to external attackers
for financial gain.

7.3. Business layer attacks and vulnerabilities

Cloud Attacks. As cloud services are a part of E-IoT, cloud service
hreats and attacks are relevant to E-IoT systems. While architectures
ay vary from system to system and service to service, threats to

ntegrated cloud services could negatively impact E-IoT system security.
s an active topic of research, several surveys have highlighted threats,
ttacks, and best practices in cloud computing [312–325]. Relevant
o E-IoT, surveys by Liu et al. [313], Ryan [314], Shazad [315],
nd Zhou [331] have highlighted several key challenges to cloud
ecurity. For instance, these studies suggest that cloud components
re susceptible to DDoS attacks and that encryption solutions will
ot protect sensitive data if the cloud provider cannot be trusted
ue to insiders. A comprehensive survey by Fernandes et al. raised
dditional issues which may occur with cloud computing [320]. Issues
elated to unreliable computing, data storage, availability, cryptog-
aphy, sanitation, and malware can arise from systems that rely on
loud services. Further, this survey highlights how keyloggers, phish-
ng, malicious redirects, URL-guessing attacks, browser vulnerabilities,
ross-site scripting, XML/SAML wrapping attacks, and MitM attacks
ay impact cloud services. Finally, a survey by Kumar et al. highlights

ome of the common cloud security threats, such as data breaches,
eak access control, insecure APIs, application vulnerabilities, account
ijacking, malicious insiders, advanced persistent threats (APT), data
oss, nefarious use of cloud services, DoS, and DDoS [326]. In terms
f E-IoT, these threats could mean that E-IoT users may lose access to
heir accounts, face information theft, or experience system downtime
rom integrated or vendor-provided cloud services.

.4. Mitigation of business layer attacks

loud Defenses. Several defenses have been proposed for threats
hat can impact cloud-based services. In this respect, several surveys
ave been conducted on the topic of cloud security, often highlighting
ttacks, defenses, and mitigation mechanisms relevant to E-IoT cloud
ervices [314,318–320,322,324,326,332,333]. Majority of these works
ote that there are many ways to attack different types of cloud
ystems. As such, different mitigation strategies exist for each threat.
or instance, LAM-CIoT was proposed by Wazid et al. as a lightweight
uthentication system to protect cloud-based IoT environments [334].
lternatively, to defend against data breaches, properly implemented
ncryption should be used by cloud services. Vendors should require
trong passwords and authentication practices in their cloud services
o address weak access control that could compromise users, integra-
ors, and E-IoT systems. Further, as accounts may be compromised,
17

ome articles have suggested that two-factor authentication may add
an additional layer of security to cloud services [335]. As browser
vulnerabilities such as XSS and redirection attacks can impact web-
based GUI interfaces, users should update browsers, have malware
protection, and follow best practices to prevent web-based vulnera-
bilities. Surveys by Fernandes et al. [320] and Kumar et al. [326]
specify mitigation strategies against cloud threats. For instance, APIs
should be protected with good sanitation practices, secure develop-
ment standards, signatures, and encryption. To prevent intrusion in
cloud systems, the authors highlight that network-based, host-based,
distributed, and hypervisor intrusion detection systems can be helpful.
DDoS mitigation can improve the overall reliability of cloud services
in case of volumetric attacks. Specifically, DDoS mitigation strategies
may take the form of rate-limiting, proxy filtering, load balancing,
crypto puzzles, and flexible network configuration depending on the
cloud system and use case. As such, E-IoT vendors and manufacturers
should follow these practices to guarantee the security of cloud-based
components used in E-IoT.

Cloud hosting can also benefit from privacy-preserving techniques
to protect a user’s information. For instance, cloud service providers
can provide an additional layer of mitigation by applying Homomor-
phic Encryption (HE) concepts to stored information [336]. With HE,
concepts such as Partially Homomorphic Encryption (PHE), Somewhat
Homomorphic Encryption (SWHE), and finally Fully Homomorphic
Encryption (FHE) can be applied to improve data privacy. Specifically,
PHE, SWHE, and FHE allow for a number of operations (depending
on the type) on encrypted data without the need to decrypt the data
for these operations. This allows users to store encrypted information,
without the risk of exposing sensitive information to untrusted cloud
providers. While these approaches are experimental and require further
research, they should be considered for cloud services for E-IoT systems
and storage.

8. Lessons learned and open issues

In this survey, we analyzed the threats and defenses concerning indi-
vidual layers. However, an attacker can follow a cross-layer approach,
which means he/she can attack multiple layers at once. So the security
of E-IoT systems should be considered holistically. In this section, we
cover lessons learned and open issues in state-of-the-art E-IoT security
research.

8.1. Lessons learned

Customized Deployments. E-IoT deployments are diverse and com-
plex. There may be unique threats from deployment to deployment,
especially with the numerous use cases in E-IoT. For instance, a light-
ning control E-IoT environment will be different from a smart media
management system in terms of vulnerabilities. Specifically, a lighting
system may rely more heavily on serial-based communication interfaces
in every room than media management that relies on touchpanels and
mobile interfaces. Further, even in a lighting system, a purely serial-
based system will have different threats and vulnerabilities than a
lighting control system with ZigBee/Z-Wave interfaces. Many attacks

(e.g., node-capture attacks, sensory channel attacks) may have unique
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system-to-system consequences. Namely, if safety or motorization de-
vices rely on E-IoT sensors, an attacker may create a much bigger safety
issue if these sensors are compromised. The degree of customization in
E-IoT means that one deployment’s solutions and security guidelines
are not applicable for all deployments.
Legacy Systems. Legacy systems are systems considered to be out-
ated, discontinued, and that no longer receive software or security
pdates. With companies such as Crestron established since the 70’s,
t is expected that there are legacy E-IoT systems installed world-
ide [30]. As these systems may not receive updates for several rea-

ons. For instance, an E-IoT system may simply be discontinued or
he manufacturer may no longer exist (e.g., Litetouch lighting control
ystems) [251]. Alternatively, in systems with frequent updates, a user
ay choose not to update due to the additional costs (e.g., new devices,

oftware costs, labor costs). For example, if an entire building is wired
o function with a legacy system, it requires hiring an integrator for re-
iring and re-programming. This added labor may be a costly endeavor
s opposed to simply keeping an older E-IoT system and using legacy
quipment. Updated software, such as drivers, may also cost money for
he end-user [283]. In other cases, discontinued devices may not work
n newer systems (e.g., driver availability) and a user might choose
o keep the current E-IoT system without updating to keep control of
hese integrated devices. E-IoT needs unique solutions that can provide
rotection to legacy E-IoT systems which cannot be updated.
eliance on Integrators. In E-IoT systems, consumers rely upon inte-

grators. This reliance on integrators may create attack scenarios where
an E-IoT is compromised because of this trust. For instance, bad account
management could allow attackers to compromise one or multiple
systems purely due to integrators and remote support tooling. Addi-
tionally, as integrators handle devices before installation, they can be
considered part of the supply chain. This adds another stage to the de-
ployment process where devices may be compromised by an attacker or
a malicious employee for an installation company. Integrators maintain
and diagnose E-IoT devices in case of any issues, working directly with
the client. As such, there is very little oversight on how well systems are
configured. As poorly-configured devices pose a threat to E-IoT systems,
a method for auditing E-IoT system security may be necessary to
guarantee systems are properly configured. Further, more research into
E-IoT security can assist vendors in evaluating existing best practices for
integrators and developing new best practices. Finally, as E-IoT relies
very heavily on integrators, new solutions are needed to protect end-
users against attacks that may come from malicious insiders or poor
configuration.
(Near) Future E-IoT Attacks. Attackers have always been in constant
search of new types of attacks, including nation-state attackers with
unprecedented attack capabilities that may target E-IoT systems. At-
tacks have already been observed that target E-IoT devices among
other devices with Mirai being one of the most well-known. In Mirai,
research has shown that CCTV systems, specifically DVRs and NVRs
were targeted in the password banks [292]. These devices were possibly
configured with default passwords in many cases and reflects the need
for auditing and better research on E-IoT. If research is not done, E-IoT
systems may end up being used in large-scale attacks, such as DDoS.
Attacks would not be limited to DDoS, ransomware attacks may be
different in E-IoT, both rendering a system inoperable and requiring
an integrator to repair the affected system. In more advanced attacks,
it may be possible for an attacker to compromise touchscreens, key-
pads, controllers, and other devices for cryptomining through malicious
firmware or a malicious controller. Another recent and notable example
of an attack has been coined the ‘‘SolarWinds’’ attack, where thousands
of devices were compromised through vendor tool updates [337,338].
It may be possible for E-IoT to be affected by similar attacks in the
future if precautions are note taken. This shows that trusted software
must also be held to high scrutiny. Finally, in a similar manner to IoT,
there are privacy concerns with E-IoT (e.g., sensitive data, usage data,
18

occupancy, subscriptions). For instance, E-IoT systems may process
sensitive data that may be used to infer a user’s systems usage, home
occupancy, and daily activities. An attacker can target E-IoT systems in
various ways (e.g., malware, malicious drivers, etc.) and obtain such
sensitive information. Additionally, E-IoT systems integrate with cloud
and online services (e.g., Netflix, Spotify) that an attacker can leverage
to learn more about an E-IoT user through sniffing the network flows
and using metadata information.

8.2. Open issues

Proprietary Communication. E-IoT supports a diversity of protocols,
from publicly-known to proprietary. However, proprietary protocols
in E-IoT are often closed-source, with no public specification. Addi-
tionally, E-IoT hardware and software are often unavailable to the
public. Researching E-IoT communication can be difficult without ven-
dor cooperation as much of the protocols and practices need to be
reverse-engineered. As a result, many E-IoT components and protocols
have not been properly investigated, and many attacks have not been
discovered and addressed. For instance, serial-based proprietary proto-
cols such as Cresnet are used extensively in Crestron systems; however,
little to no security research exists on this protocol. This case is also
valid for many wireless protocols as highlighted in Section 5 such as
RadioRa, TopDog RF, and infiNET, where the security methodology
used is unknown. It is a realistic assumption that vulnerabilities must
exist with the age and lack of oversight of many of these proprietary
protocols. The absence of known vulnerabilities is not due to strong
design but through security through obscurity. Unfortunately, once
adversaries find vulnerabilities in these protocols, it may lead to easily-
compromised systems as security through obscurity provides very little
legitimate protection. Much more research and collaboration with ven-
dors are needed to assess the security of these protocols and develop
security tools (e.g., monitoring, auditing).
Proprietary Software. In a similar manner to protocols, research on
E-IoT software is a challenge as much of E-IoT development is closed-
source with minimal external resources available. Further, even if
research is done on one E-IoT system, different systems will follow
different integration and configuration practices. For instance, compo-
nents like drivers are different in every system, and the implementation
may allow for completely different attacks in each system. We found
that many E-IoT systems have operated under security through ob-
scurity for their software in addition to communication protocols, a
practice that is currently insufficient. As such, it may be necessary to
find flaws in E-IoT software components and correct these flaws before
malicious actors compromise E-IoT installations. It may be a good idea
for vendors to cooperate with research and academic communities and
provide closed-source configuration software to prevent attacks before
they occur. In comparison to more open industries, in E-IoT, an attacker
that acquires source code for E-IoT devices may have a running start
in compromising these devices before security researchers have even
acknowledged the problem.
Honeypots as a Defense Strategy. It may be possible for honey-
pots to offer insight and warnings on possible attackers against E-
IoT systems and complement existing security mechanisms. Litchfield
et al. noted that honeypots can vary between different applications,
highlighting that high-interaction honeypots are not suitable in some
applications [339]. Other solutions may be possible, for instance, Con-
pot, a honeypot system developed by the Honeynet Project supporting
industrial protocols such as BACnet, EtherNet/IP, and Modbus. These
developments are applicable in E-IoT installations as honeypot frame-
works may be expanded to work with less-known proprietary E-IoT
protocols [340,341]. For instance, Mays et al. proposed a solution
to defend home and building automation systems using decoy net-
works [157]. In this work, researchers created a honeypot network on
the smart automation Insteon protocol to hide communication using
a dummy network and hide genuine network traffic from attackers.

Such approaches could apply to E-IoT and other custom systems that
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rely heavily on physical components, and hopefully to understand the
behavior of attackers, thus secure E-IoT systems.
Third-Party Components. While E-IoT manufacturers often practice
losed-source and limited software access, there are third-party re-
ources for software modules and hardware devices that integrate
ith E-IoT systems. As such, the security of these third-party compo-
ents could directly impact the overall security of an E-IoT system.
or instance, for E-IoT systems such as Control4 and Crestron, third-
arty software is required to integrate third-party devices (e.g., Tele-
isions, receivers) [38,342,343]. Device manufacturers and third-party
evelopers will create these software modules. However, the software
odules developed by third-party developers can have vulnerabilities
hich can leave E-IoT deployments open to attacks. In addition, since

here is no security assessment for such software, malicious actors
an also participate such software market places and try to distribute
heir benign-looking malicious software as well. For these reasons, such
hird-party software resources need to go through a thorough security
ssessment process and the integrators should not blindly trust such
esources.
-IoT Malware and Exploits. With any type of a smart system, soft-
are and hardware can be compromised through malware and exploits.
s such, E-IoT vendors should participate more actively in hackathons
nd bug bounties for their own systems. The research community
hould collaborate with E-IoT vendors to find new bugs and exploits
efore they are compromised. As E-IoT systems integrate high-profile
nd sensitive locations (e.g., government offices, schools and hospi-
als), the security of these systems should be of utmost importance.
alware, such as a ransomware attack, may disable an entire E-IoT

ystem, preventing employees from working and general usage of an
-IoT system. A spyware targeting E-IoT systems can cause leakage of
ensitive data in such high-profile locations. Further, as E-IoT systems
re often designed for centralization, an attacker who compromises an
-IoT system may now have access to all other devices (e.g., streaming
oxes, alarm systems, door access systems, lighting control systems)
ntegrated into the E-IoT deployment.
rivacy Issues. In terms of privacy issues, E-IoT users can have mul-
iple factors to worry about. First, integrators have access to sensitive
nformation from E-IoT systems they install (e.g., authentication codes,
emote support). Clients may carelessly give information out and trust
hat the integration companies and their employees handle sensitive
nformation in a secure manner. Further, the liability of integrators that
o not follow proper privacy practices may need to be regulated in a
imilar manner that healthcare professionals must protect patient data.
econdly, E-IoT vendors who provide the E-IoT system to the users need
onsideration. Although vendors have privacy policies, no study has an-
lyzed the privacy policies of E-IoT vendors in detail. Third, third-party
omponents (apps, drivers, devices) and their privacy implications need
o be considered. Such components can (un)intentionally leak sensitive
ata of E-IoT users. Fourth, cloud-integrated E-IoT systems can store
ensitive data. Such data should be kept encrypted and processed
hile still encrypted in such environments in order to prevent leakage.
inally, adversaries can try to obtain sensitive data by attacking the
-IoT system and/or sniffing the network traffic.
-IoT Security Assessment. Although vulnerability discovery tools ex-

st for traditional computing systems and IoT environments, discovery
f vulnerabilities is an unexplored topic of research for E-IoT at the
oment. Due to the proprietary protocols, proprietary software, the

losed nature of the E-IoT system, and the lack of research interests,
ulnerability discovery and security assessment have been challenging
spects of E-IoT security. Although already existing tools for well-
nown protocols (e.g., Zigbee, Z-wave, Bluetooth) can be extended
o work with proprietary protocols used by E-IoT, there is still a
eed for fuzzing, exploitation, and penetration testing tools developed
pecifically for E-IoT environments.
-IoT Forensics. With existing forensic solutions have been offered for
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oT systems, few solutions are catered specifically to E-IoT due to the
closed-source nature of these systems [4]. Further research should aim
to create forensic tools and mitigation frameworks in case E-IoT systems
are compromised. Ideally, forensic frameworks should be created in
collaboration to E-IoT vendors, due to limitations that span from black-
box testing and closed-source projects. Additionally, E-IoT forensics
frameworks need to consider integrators with multiple clients and E-IoT
systems under their management. If an integrator’s remote access to E-
IoT systems is compromised, forensic tools should exist to know if client
systems were affected and the best strategies to effectively mitigate any
possible breach. Thus, there is a need for forensic frameworks catered
specifically for E-IoT and E-IoT integrators.

9. Related work

The security of IoT smart devices have been an ongoing topic
of research in the recent years. As such, a number of IoT security
surveys have been conducted [344–357]. Most of these surveys cover
attacks, defenses, security challenges and general counter-measures in
IoT, others are more specific. For instance, a survey by Hassan et al.
highlights current research trends in IoT security [347]. Other work
has focused on IoT security aspects, such as the survey by Deogirikar
et al. which focused specifically on known IoT attacks [350]. A survey
by Yan et al. also covered the topic of IoT trust management, which
may be applicable to E-IoT systems in some deployments [358]. In-
dividually, as early as 2013, works have highlighted threats in smart
devices, and how attackers always search for new, unexplored threat
vectors [5–7,9,11–14]. However, very little ongoing research has fo-
cused on specific vulnerabilities targeting E-IoT systems or proprietary
technologies. Often, vendors will only guarantee security and perform
internal security analysis in their own devices [294].

Some topics covered in this survey have had dedicated surveys
examine attacks, defenses and threats for each topic. For instance,
several surveys have covered jamming attacks, and defenses against
wireless communication [205–208]. Surveys on communication are
also relevant, with a number of surveys covering attacks, risks, and
defense mechanisms for Bluetooth communication [174,190–192]. Sen-
sory channels are also an active subject of research and relevant to
E-IoT. As such, related surveys on the security of sensory channels
touch upon subjects beyond E-IoT applications such as WSNs and large-
scale sensor deployments [109–119]. Surveys such as the survey by
Zhang et al. cover advances on the current security issues of industrial
cyber–physical systems (ICPSs) [359]. Further, as cloud computing is
an active topic of research, a number of relevant surveys have also
covered cloud computing threats and challenges [312–325]. Other
works focused on cloud defense mechanisms, applying to different use
cases beyond the scope of this survey and E-IoT applications [314,
318,320,322,324,360]. Finally, some works have focused on security
mechanisms for lesser-known IoT threat vectors, providing insight and
defense strategies in fields such as medical implants [361], vehicular
networks [362], mobile networks [363], and smart grids [364].

Our work differs from previously discussed works as this survey focuses
on the insecurities, possible threats, and defenses applicable to E-IoT. To the
best of our knowledge, this is the first work that focuses solely on E-IoT sys-
tems and their security, categorizing E-IoT systems into four unique layers.
Specifically, we categorize E-IoT components into four distinct layers, (1)
the E-IoT Devices Layer, (2) the Communications Layer, (3) the Monitoring
and Applications Layer, and (4) the Business Layer. We take this approach
as E-IoT system architecture differs from many IoT systems, as highlighted in
Section 2. Further, we present a threat model for each distinct layer of E-IoT,
as each layer may present different threats and require different capabilities

from attackers.
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10. Conclusion

The rising popularity of smart systems has led to millions of users
worldwide interacting with smart devices on a day-to-day basis. Many
of these devices are commodity, off-the-shelf systems (e.g., Google
Home, Samsung SmartThings), easily maintained and installed by the
average end-user in small deployments. However, while easy to install,
commodity systems are limited and do not provide a viable solution
for more sophisticated applications. For more extensive installations, E-
IoT systems provide a custom-installed solutions to fit a client’s needs.
As such, systems such as Crestron, Control4, RTI, and savant offer a
solution for more sophisticated applications (e.g., complete lighting
control, A/V management, managed CCTV security), where commodity
systems are insufficient. For this reason, E-IoT systems are common
in locations such as high-end smart homes, government and private
offices, yachts, and conference rooms. In contrast to commodity sys-
tems, E-IoT systems are usually proprietary, costly, closed-source, and
more robust for their configured use cases. However, even with their
popularity, very little research has focused on the overall security of E-
IoT systems. Namely, no study provides a complete overview of E-IoT
systems, their components, threats, and relevant vulnerabilities in the
literature. To address this research gap, motivate further research, and
raise awareness on E-IoT insecurities, this work focused solely on E-IoT
systems. Specifically, we discussed E-IoT components, vulnerabilities,
and their security implications. To provide a better analysis of E-IoT, we
divided E-IoT systems into four layers: E-IoT Devices Layer, Communi-
cations Layer, Monitoring and Applications Layer, and Business Layer.
We considered E-IoT components at every layer, the associated threat
models, attacks, and defense mechanisms. We also presented critical
observations on E-IoT security and provided a list of open research
problems that require further research. We believe this study will raise
awareness on E-IoT and E-IoT security, and motivate further research.
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